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PART I.
DEi'IIOLITION OF RAILWAYS.

CHAPTER I.
§ 1.
bTRODUCTORY REMARKS,

~

I

Iu order to deprive an adversary of the use of a line of railway
for purposes of traffic-or, in other words, to render the line unserviceable
-either the entire line, or only portions of it, may have to be temporarily
made useless, or utterly destroyed, according to circumstances. In
every case, the withdrawal of all unnecessary rolling-stock should be
the first measure adopted. Simultaneously with this, all reserves of
railway plant, and the most important tools, &c., should be removed
from the stt,tions, as well as all individuals entrusted with tbo technical
working of the railway; the signals, first the electric, and then the
visual, should be destroyed.
The simplest means of rendering the actual line impractiortble is the
remornl of the permanent way, and when this is done throughout a
considerable length it is one of the most effectual means of delaying au
enemy. The restoration of the permanent way generally occasions
considerable delay, and when it bas been removed from a great length
of railway, the enemy cannot at once bring up the necessary material
for the restoration of the line, but is compelled to collect it first of all
at stations, often far distant, and thence to bring it on to the point required. It is most important that the separate component parts of the
permanent way shoulcl be withdrawn entire, in order that they may ho
secured for future use.
W ooclen sleepers should, therefore, only be cut up or burnt, when
their Tern oval is impossible; and only in such a case should the enemy
be deprived of the rails aud their fastenings, by sinking them in the
nearest water, burying them in the ground, &c. If the formation level
as well a13 the permanent way be destroyed, the most lasting interruption
to the traffic is attained.
A
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It may, however, happen, that by demolishing in_divi~nal _Portions of
the railway, such as bridges, viaducts, &c., the obJect m view _may be
more quickly or more thoroughly attained than by destroymg the
permanent way.
.
If stations occur on the line, they must, in order to effectually m.
terrupt the traffic, be rendered useless to the enemy, at least, in the
first instance.

This can only be accomplished by the removal of such plant about
the statiou as is the most important and the most difficult to replacesuch as water-pipes, sidings, point-levers, points, &c.

In the following pages it will be shown how the various parts of a
railway may generally be made unserviceable.

CHAPTER II.
MAIN WORKS.

§ 2.
Em,bankmcnts.
Embankments may be made uusen-iceable either by erecting
barricades across them, or by cutting through them transversely. Tho
former method is so simple, that no further remark need be made upon
it; the effect produced can never be anything but slight. The embank.
ment should only be cut through when the removal of the permanent
way a.lone is considered to form too slight an obstacle, or when no more

s,1itable object for destruction is found on the line. But since a raihrny
embankment may serve as a dam in the e,ent of an inundation, or as a
protection agaiust sudden and destructive floods, the causing of a breach
on friendly territory wonld appear to be in no case advisable: and even
in an enemy's country, embankments should only be broken through
when by this means an extremely important encl, attainable in no other
"·ay, is to be a.rrivcd at, and when there is no possibility of their b<:ing
of any service in connection ,rith tl1e positions and movements of

friendly troops. The partial destrnctiou, therefore, of embankments
should only be ordered by the general commanding.in.chief, wl10 alone
fa in n. position to judge of all the circumstances in connection therewith.
The highest portions 0£ ,rn embankment shoulu Le chosen for
demolition i and also, if possible, such points as are unn.pproacbalJlu
from both sides-as, for instance where the Enc rm1s throucrh a mars1) ·
for in sncb a case, the simultai~cous restoration of scverdl destroyell
portions becomes nlmost impossible. The demolition may be effected
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either by blowing up, or by forming a gap by manual labour. The
latter plan is to be preferred when it is possible to work at several
places at once; each cut should be at least 10 feet or 12 feet deep, and
and from 30 feet to 36 feet long. 'fbe excavated material is, with high
embankments, throwu over the slopes, but with lower ones it is
scattcreu about. If the embankment is carried along the side of a
river, and is not at the same time a pr0tection against inundations, and
a safe escape may be provided for the water flowing through, a length of
iJ feet to G feet suffices for the opening, if its sides are made vertical,
aou from 1 feet to 2 feet below the level of the water, because ihen
the water flowing through will wash away by degrees the vertical
sides, aud the obstacle will become continually broader.
To calculate the labour and time necessary for such work, the
following statement may serve as a guide: 56 men, in from 8 to 10
hours, in average soil, can make an opening 30 feet long, 10 deep,
and ~4 feet wide, supposing the slopes to extend to the full height of
the embankment, and the earth to be thrown down over them. This
gives, conseqn.ently, in 8 working hon.rs 21 cubic feet excavated per
man per honr; in 10 working bonrs, 17 cubic feet.
No/c.-The regulation strength of a military detachment of a
field railway division is 56 men ; in all the following demolitions, the
calculations of work done and the distribution of the workmen are
made with this understanding.

Cuttings.
Cuttings may have barriers formecl across them, or they may be
filled np. Barriers made with rolling stock, &c., form, as in the case
of embankments, only a very slight obstacle; their employment.,
however, in deep and long cuttings, appears advisable when there is
only a short time at command, or when the adversary is only to be
checked for a little while, for the removal of the materials employed
is in this case much more difficult than in that of embankments. The
kind of barrier to erect, as well as the time, workmen, and material
reqnired depend entirely on local circumstances ; this point wi11
therefore not be further touched upon.
Cuttings may be filled up either by digging or by blowing in the
sides ; in most cases, the deepest places arc the most fa,01uablc . A
cutting should be fillecl np for a length of from 30 feet to 3G foct at
least, and to a height of from 4 feet to 6 feet. The data gi"ven in the
case of embankments as to the calcn1ation of the work will ulsu
serve here,
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Twnnels.
Tunnels may be rendered impassable either by blowing in, by harricadiug, or by a combination of the two.
Tbe barricading may be carried out in various ways. Without
excluding other possible arrangements, a method of proceeding will
here be given, which can generally be carried out. Near the middle
of the tunnel, several rails arc taken up and formed into a barrier;
when possible, grooves are cut out in the sides of the tunnel, and in
these the extremities of the piled up rails are placed and tightly
wedged. To complete the barricade, a train of (if possible) loadecl
tmcks is pushed into tbe tunnel at a rate of from 35 to 45 miles an
hour by one or two engines. When the train approaches the barricade, where the rails have been taken up, the first truck leaves the
rails, the others become heaped up on one another, and a formidable
barricade is the result. If it is desired to block a tunnel both
by barricading and by blowing in, the barricade is formed at the centre,
and the tunnel is blown in at each extremity.
Note.-In the lrranco-German War of 1870-1871, on the railway
from J\Ietz, by Thionville, J\Iontmedi, ancl J\Iezieres, to Paris, the French
blew in the tunnel at :Montmedi at each end for a length of 3.J, feet
and 140 feet respectively, and filled the remaining space in the centre
with locomotives, trucks, &c.

§ 3.
Brillges in General.
By the destruction of bridges or viaducts, a most serious check
may be given to an adversary in a short time, and with but little
labour, and this is most especially the case when inte1Tuption of communication over a considerable length is effected. But as the restoration of destroyed bridges and viaducts requires some time, their
utilisation for one's own purposes wiH be retarded; they should,
therefore, only be destroyed in t.he following cases:( a) When there is neither time nor means ctt disposal to effect the
removal of the permanent way, or to offer such other bind.ranres to
the proper working of the bridge as will check the adversary for the
time intended. In this case only the largest bridges should be destroyed, those of from 12 feet to 30 feet spun being disregarded.
('.,) When by the removal of tbe permanent .,,-ay, and even by
fornnng other Jundrances to working, the object in view cannot be
attained. .In this case even the smallest bridges shouhl be destroye<l,
espemally if many of these occur one after another; because e.en if
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their restoration requires no considerable time, the adversary is never~
tbeless prevented from replacing the permanent way simultaneously
at se,,err,,l points thus cut off from each other by the demolitions.
(c) When a complete demolition is specially ordered by the Commander-in-Chief. This would probably occur in the case of large
bridges, likely to be of importance in the course of operations; the
commanding officer (for the reason already given in speaking of
embankments) is then the only person in a position to decide on the
ad,isability of a demolition, as well as on its extent.
The means by which bridges may generally be rendered unserviceable are : (a) The entire or partial removal of the several portions of the
construction.
(b) Burning.
( c) Blowing up.
The material, and partly also the construction of bridges, always
admit of one or more of these measures being adopted. If the
communication is not to be entirely destroyed, but is, which is most
likely, only to be interrupted for a length corresponding to the object
in view, the demolition should be most thoroughly carried out at tho
encl of the bridge furthest from the enemy.

§ 4.
Stone B,-idges.

These can only be demolished by blowing up.

§ 5.
lVooden Bridges.

,v ooden bridges, owing to tbeir usually simple construction, and
to the destructible materials of which they are formed, may be
rendered unserviceable more readily than any other kind 0£ bridge.
If the delay occasioned is intended to be of shOl't duration, it will be
sufficient to render 01ily the roadway unserv·iccable; but if the
communication is to be interrupted for a longer.time, the supports of
the bridge must be entirely or partially demolished after the roadw11y
is destroyed ; this is essential in the case of those woo<leu constructions which rest on stone piers or iron columns . If a considern.ble
interruption of the communication is intended the supports should only
be left intact when either their distance apart is so great that the ad\"crsary would probably be compelled to erect tempornrypiers forthe restoration of the bridge, or when the necessary time and labour are wanting.
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(a) llemovcil.-In all wooden constructions with vertical supports,
the rails and sleepers are taken up and removed, as on the open line. ( § 8.)
With pile bridges, suspended and trussed bridges, or with nomhinations of the two last, the side pieces must be taken away, and the
lougitudim,1 bearers at the near ecd of the bridge, together with the
slef'pers, remor-edi in orclo1· to Lo loaded :iuto trucks, and then ta.ken
to the nearest safe station. But should the necessary rolling stock
for this purpose not be at hand, or if time is wanting, these portions
of the construction should either be thrown into the water and floated
down stream, or towards the near shore, or, if there is no water, they
should be sawn in two. However, as this last method occupies
considerable time, it is generally more advantageous to burn these
portions,

With trussed bridges, after the removal of the lougitudinals, the
vertical pieces cc (Plate I., figs. l, 2, and 3) must be taken down, and
afterwards cut through ; with bridges on Rowe's system, the
transoms k must be r emoved or sawn through. But the delay thus
occasioned is but slight.
Bridges made after Howe's method may also be taken entirely to
pieces; the vertical screw-ties c (Plate I.,figs. 3 and 4) being screwed
off, after the removal of the rails, sleepers, and transoms, and the beams b
being taken away or sawn through, after the removal of the braces a.
Such a proceeding would, however, require considerable time. It may be
thought desirable to destroy or remove merely a portion of the structure,
and so cause a weakness in the construction, the extent of which, however, cannot be estimated at the moment of execution. It has, in fact,
been practically shown that a Howe bridge, of which a number of braces
on one side had been completely smashed by an engine leaving the rails,
was perfectly well able to bear all tbe vibration ancl work c-onnectecl with
replacing the engine on the rails, without any further injury to the bridge.
But, as a rule, a mere weakening of tlte structure, whether
cffcctecl by the removal of certain parts, or by just sawing the bearers
through, will have little prospect of success; for a prudent adversary
(and such an one must always be assumed) would make use of no
bridges which bacl not first been thoroughly examined. And when
once damage of slight importance has Leen discosered, tl1e bridge may
be rendered available for traffic in a short time with the help of struts,
props, &c.
The number of workmen required varies according to the nature of
the demolition; it can no more be fixed than can the time required.
Rendering wooden bridges, with vertical supports, unserviceable
may be effected most quickly, most surely, and with the least expen-
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ditnrc of labour, by tbe removal of iudividual portions of tbo oonst:ruotion. Tbo complete removal of a bridge would generally only
be nn advantage when jt was wished to keep the materia1s. But in
order that this may be possible either the near bank must be completely secured from seizure by tl1e enemy, or the means must e"ist
of sending these materials to a safe place; under all other circumstances the materials must, as far as possible, be destroyed, in order
lo deprive the enemy of their use; and in effecting tbis both time and
labour would be judiciously expended.
With bridges of bo"ts, the connection lengthwise between the
boats must be severed, the anchors in the bed of the river raised, and
the cables loid on shore, after which nothing stands in the way of the
removal of the boats.
To give some idea of the time necessary for this, it may be notecl
that the opening of the out in the railway bridge at Mapau is accomplished in from 7 to 10 minutes.
With flying bridges tbe boats must be taken away, and the ramps
or lauding places rendered useless in the manner described for pile
bridges.
(b) Eurning.-Notwithstanding the

great disadvantage of a
demolition by burning, that the limits of the fire cannot be exactly
laid clown, this, the only sure means adopted up to the present, must
be macle use of in all those oases iu which a lasting and rapid
destruction of the communication is contemplated.
The chief condition in the attainment of a satisfactory result in the
burning of a bridge is a snffioient draught of air. In order to effect
this the ballast must be removed and the woodwork exposed. The
inflammable matcria,ls-such as straw, brushwood, pitch, tar, petroleum,
&o.-are then spreacl over the different parts of the bridge.
Tarred hoops, or lumps of pitch, may be secured to the piles, &c., care

bciug taken uot to press them clown too closely to the wood-work; small
pieces of touch-wood should be attached to the hoops, &c. The spaces
between the piles are filled up with brushwood or straw, the piles themselves being smeared, if possible, with pitch or tar.
Chalclrons filled with petroleum may be hung up nuder the roadway.
Where stone piers occur, stacks of wood should be piled upon them.
Setting fire to the bridge is most simply effeotecl by hand, but
Ilickforcl's faze or hose may also be used. The quantity of the materials
necessary for burning a wooden bri<lge cannot be laid down, as it varies
urn.ler different circumstances. The nature of the wood, its dryness
aud ngc, the season of the year and temperature, the. strength and direction of the currents of airt &c., determine, in each particular case, the
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expenditure of combustibles. A detachment of 5G men under fayourable
circumstances can prepare for burning 4 sets of p iles, or .J bays, in
about 5 hours.

§ G.
I,-on B,-idges.
With iron bridges interruption of the rail way traffic may be attained
by the removal of separate parts of the construction. But this can
only be carried out when the connection between the parts is effected
by screws. Where rivets are used, on the other hand, as is the case in
all new bridges, this proceeding is not practicable, for it is impossible
in a short time to break through all the rivets at the points of connection;* in most cases, by t.he removal of only some of them merely a
weakness in the construction would ensue, against causing which a
caution has already been given in speaking of wooden bridges. :Merely
striking off the heads of the rivets is quite useless.
In the following table every kind of iron bridge, with the exception
of suspensiont and swing bridges, is taken, and, with each particular
bridge, those parts which when detached would make the bridge useless
for railway traffic are mentioned.

* The truss bridge, 372 feet long, O'\'"er the March at Rojetin, for example, bas
oYer 60,000 rivets.
t The ronderiug unserviceable of the su:spenBion Lridge o,er the ElLe at Tetscben,
near Bodeubach 1 ln the campaign of 1866, was accompllshed 1,y taking away the side.
pieces, and unscrewing the vertical rods. for which purpose scaffulding had been
rrected beforehand, and the screws oiled. The unscrewing of the .ertil!al rods was
acr.omplished by 28 men in 35 minute". Thi!'!, nlthough only a ro.."\d·Lri<lgo, ne.erthelcss affords some guide in rendering railw.iy suspension Lriages unscnicealile, as the
principle of their construction is the samfl.
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Wilh the help of this table the following facts may be established
concerning the degree of unsei·viceablcnef-1s to which iron bridges may

bo re<lneed by the removal of their individual parts.

(a) The pcrmanPnt way can in all cases be removed i this, in the
case of bridges, will cause an enemy more delay than an equal amount
of demolition on the open line; because, with the one exception of arched
bridges (t.be arch over the railway), the sleepers must either be fixed
by a mecbn,nical contrivance or secured with screws and nails.

(b) The transverse girders can only be removed from bridges on
Neville's and Schiffkorn's systems. The delay thus caused, judging
from the time necessary for restoration, as shO'wn by experience, is
considerable.*

(c) Where binding beams occur they may "!ways be taken away.
By so doing great delay would be caused only in the case of large
spans.

(d) The removal oflougitudinal girders is only possible with bridges
of beams. The time required for this is not compensated for by the
slight obstacle caused.
( e) A further weakening of the construction is only possible where
connections by screws occur, but it will never be attended with
anything but slight success, unless it is thoroughly effected, which, in
most cases, time does not permit..

(J) Throwing the bridge bodily clown is only practicable with very
small spans. To accomplish it there must be extremely powerful
wincllasses at band, the bridge must be of small weight, the piers must
be without bolts (as in the case of arched wrought iron bridges),
and the workmen "t the windlass must have a secure foothold on
the piers.t
The requisite number of workmen aucl length of time for removing
individual portions cannot, as a rule, be fixed, as the numbers depend
on so many different circumstances. For removing rails and sleepers

the same numbers apply as for an equal length uf permanent way on
the open line.

*

The campaign of 1866 in Bolv•mia furnishes thC' following facts:On three 8chiffkorn hridges of 12•1 feet span, on the 'l'urnau-Kraluper railway, the
fron. cross-girders were remon~d from a central sp:rn, after ta.king up the permanent
way &c. ; this was completed at each bridge by 14 men of the Engineer Troop, besides
railway labourers, in three hours, while the trmporary restoration effected by tho
Prussinns occupied about three d:iys on each of these bridges.
t The removal of the bridge by drawing back the whole construction, Which has
been sometimes proposed, is, under all circumstances, extremely difficult, and in time
of war, utterly impracticable.
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CHAPTER III.
PERMANEN'r WAY.

§7.
E .clcnt of the Demolition.

The extent to which the removal of the permanent way is to be
carried depends, in this, and in all cases of demolition, on the delay
which it is intended to cause the enemy.
With an equal number of workmen tl1e temporary restoration of
the permanent way, with the materials at hand, takes about nine times
as long as its removal, as will be shown afterwards (§ 22); the
amount of demolition to be effected, therefore, can be approximately
fixed in every case by the delay intended to be caused.
Under certain circumstances it may be advisable to remove the
permanent way only here and there, leaving short lengths intact. By
this mea.ns a gi ,·en length of unserviceable roadway is spread OV'er a
considerable distance. Although this cannot be done in every case
in which a partial removal of the permanent way seems advisable, yet
some particular circumstances will now be pointed out, under which
this proceeding may be advantageous on a single-line railway.
(a) If the material removed is to be con,eyed away it is ad van.
tageous ; becanse in this case the work of demolition can proceed very
quickly, as a certain amouut of work (§ 8) may be carried on on
that portion of the line subsequently to be taken up, lying behind the
removing trncks.
(b) It is advantageous, if it is known that the ad,ersary can procure
no equally long rails; he is then compelled to employ the rails which
he bas brongut with him ; these have to be fitted into tbe gaps caused
by the partial remoYal of tbc permanent way, and must consequently
be shortened, or else the rails left intact must be taken up, in which
much time and labonr is expended .
(c) If, under tbe abovc-meutioncd suppositions, many cur,~es occur,
it is adva.ntageous; for on account of the rnlls employed being of
unequal length, what is said under (b) applic·s still more forcibly.
Cluves, being the mo:;t difficult portions of a railway to restore,
should only be left untouched when there is a prospect of tbe line
berng -very soon req nircd for use.
No rnle can be laid clown as to the proper length of permanent
w~iy to be left,• or 1·emo\·ed in the case of a r--inglo line; but that the

* The G~rm:rn li nes haYo rails in 18 feet ·1I fed aml 24 fl·l:t h·ngths.
Rm;sian lines have rails of 14 feet and :!O fet:t l~n-gths. '

TI.to
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portion left must not be shorter than the length of the train of trucks
is evident.
In the case of a double line, at least one pair of rails must be
entirely removed, and the other partially so; otherwise, an adversary
might renounce the advantages of a double line for a time, and employ
the material from one line of way to complete the partially destroyed
one. As a rule, the traffic on a double line of rail way is not interrupted
for any length of time merely by the removal of the permanent way;
for an adversary may employ the material from that portion of the
line in his possession in t.l1e restoration of the line demolished i it
therefore appears advisable, in any case, to en3uro success, unilcr such
circumstances, by demolishing portions of the main works.

§ 8.
Remoml of the Permcinent TVay.
As mentioned in § 1, the material composing the permanent
way may either be torn np and rendered useless on the spot, or it
may be taken up and carried away. The choice of the one or the
other proceeding depends on the time at command and the labour
amilable. With bnt little time and many workmen, the former proceeding must be adopted, and the removal of the permanent way
can then be effected at several points, and even along the whole line
to be destroyed, simultaneously. If, ou the other band, there are only
a few workmen available, and the time js not very limited, they mnst
all be fully employed at once which is only practicable when the
material is to be entirely, or for the greater part, carried away. In
this case, only a certain le11gth of the permanent way, \iz. up to the
trucks intended for its transport,, can be torn up simultaneously;
whence the maximum number of workmen that can be employed
depends npon this length.
Finally, with very limited time and labour, the mere removal of
the permanent way is not sufficient, and other important parts of the
line must be demolished ( § 3).
The following table shows the distribution of workmen for the
removal of the permanent way without transporting the material, and
also their distribution when it is transported, with the special duties of
the respective pn.i·tics; in both ca:-;es, if is presumed that the detachment
consists of 4 superintendents, 56 skilled workmen, and a sufficient
number of labourers ( at least 40), ancl that the rails are of the
Vignoles section, and rest on transverse sleepers.
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(a) Removal without Ttansport.
Number of

Tools.

Execution.

Each man places hin11:~elf Ly a rail-length,
and clears away the ballast, wl1ich probably
conrs tlH· inside fpike nails and fish-plates,
so that these mav be remo'l"cd without
difficulty. \Vhen 1.his work is completed
on one rail-length, the party goes 0n to the
next, and so on.

The work of this party begins after No. I .
party has Ifft the £rst rail-length. The
party is divided into sets of two men, who
station therusel,es outside the rails, where
the unscrewing of the nuts and striking oft'
of the bolts may be routinuously effected .

This party begins as soon as No. II. party
is about one rail-length ahead. It is

Ill.

divided into sets of two men, one of whom
uses the crowbar, and the other the hammer, to drn.w out the spikes on the inner
side of the rails. The hammer is used as a
fulcrum for the crowbar, and should only
be employed to etrike off the spike-heads,
when tlio withdrawal of the spikes is attended with great difficulty; aml eYen
th~n. it is dcc·nv:.cl ad,isalJlc-, if possiLle, to
:woiJ. it,. a~ takiu~ up too much time.
Tlw most skilfol workmen shonld 'Lo sPlcdcd
fo1· this party, as on their wurk depeuds
the time occupied in the removal of the
permaneut way.

~

--------,-----+----- -----------,

IY.

1G

This party follows No. III. party, and is
tli.ided into two i;ds of t·ight men each,
who 11la~e tht•msekcs on the inside c.,f a
rnil-longth. The twomcn neartbF ends of
the rail :tre proTT<leU with picks, with
which they drnw the rail inwar,1:-. and endl·nrn1.1r t~ mnb it lie on tLP pic-ks, so that
it can 1,o wc•ll seized l1y all the c·ig-ht m1:n;
it if:! thl·n rai:-t:d on to th,·ir outsiJc ~houl,k•r..;,
nntl thruwn Uown the ~lc,pfl, or laiJ on l:Hlt
Silfo,
",.hell tl1is work i8 fini..;hed for the fir~t l'aillcngth, tho l'arly atlnrnces to the next, autl
so on.
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Removal without Ttanspol't-continued.
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This party is so dfrided, that two men are
stationed at an intermedjate sleeper, and
four men at a sleeper where there is a joint.
'fhe men lift up the sleepers with the i,icks,
and drag them on one side, or shoot them
down the slope.

·s.

~i

lt

e

,;

6

~

~
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0
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~
Total.

Execution,

{J

"'-

VI.

Tools.

~~e

This party gins two men, who are- to be provided with hammers, to No. II. party (fish-

plate party), to strike off those flsh-plate
screws, which are very tightly fixed or
rusted; these men also collect the bolts and
nuts. The remaining men are employed
where necessary ; but most advantageously

in strengthening the spike party (III).
4

I

56

This division of the work might also be applied with chair-rails,
except that Parties II, and III. instead of removing fish -plates and
withdrawing spikes, would have to knock out the wooden or iron keys,
and, if necessary, bore out the former.
The chairs are left on the sleepers. No. IV. Party would then
have to lift the rails out of the chairs.
The spare workmen are to occupy themselves on both sides of the
railway with preparing the sleepers for burning, with placing the rails
removed on the sleepers when stacked in heaps, or with carrying them
to places where they can be sunk, or with bending the rails*; £or these
purposes, the workmen should be suitably divided into parties under
their own superintendents.
A rapid removal of the permanent way may be attained under
urgent circumstances by the method frequently employed in the
American Citil War, by which whole portions ofthcrailway,consisting

* If tho ra,ils are laid upon the lrnrning sleepers they become bent, and are thus
rcndcrt:(1 unseniccaUc. 'J.'he simplei;t mdhod of 1,onding a rail consi~ts in letting
it fall down frum sorue little height upon anot}H·r rail 1.) ing on the ground, in such a
way that it falls on it.s side.
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of from one to two rail-lengths, together with the attached sleepers
are lifted np, and thrown down from the roadway. This method ot
demolition of the permanent way will be found most effectual on high
embankments, for in this case the rails become thoroughly bent and
unserviceable by being thrown down.
In this work, a division of ,56 men may be separated into two
divisions of 28 men, each division bCing employed for the removal of
a portion of the permanent way equal to one rail-length. Of these 28
men, 8 would be employed for the removal of the ballast, so far as is
necessary to enable the rails to be lifted, and 8 more for detaching
the fi sh-plates. Then 12 men lift the rails, carry them to one side,
partly laying hold by the sleepers, and partly by the rails, and throw
them over the slope. With portions of permanent way consisting of
two rail-lengths, lG men would have to attend to the removal of the
ballast, 16 to the removal of the fish-plates, and 2cL to lifting up the
rails, &c.

(b) Removal with Simullaneous T,-anspo,-/.
Experiments* have shown that the trucks intcnclcd to be loaded
with the rails and sleepers must be stationed at a distance of G raillengths from the stm·ting point of the work, in order that the uninterruptecl progress of the work of removal of the permanent way
may fit in with the carrying of th e material. This arrangement would
therefore be adopted with the division of labour following.

* An experiment carrici<l out at lfohenau, 21st September 1808, has shown that
the tearing up, carrying, and loading. occupiP<l on an anwageWith 3 rail-lengths, 6 minutes
7
,, 6
ll
., 7
,, 10

,vhonce it appears thn.t working with
shortest Limo,
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rail-lengths requires proportion:itely th e
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Number of

:~t~~.

--c-·

l-c-,,,-.

H if

Tools.

E:tccutioo,

I.
The work of these parties commences after
the tr,iin for tho rcmo\'a.l of the material
lrns heen stati<med six rail-lPngths from
the startiug point; the work is carried out
exactly in the same way as shown in the
preceding ta.Lle.

LI.

III.

As before, this party ta.kes up the rails as
soon a.s No. III. party has left the first
rail-length: they arc then carried upon the
inside shoulders to the trucks, R.nd loaded
on to them, where possible, st the sides.
This party merely raises the sleepers from
their bed in the ballast; their remo\·al,
and the way in which it is effected by the
labourers, will be mentioned later.

VI.

<

Ji

As described in the previous taLlo.

This

party can, howen•r, be afterwards med
to strengthen the loading-parties.

This party, with the help of the Reserr-e and
of labourers, packs the rails and sleepers
upon the trucks ; these last are so arranged
one behind the other, that each truck
carrying rails is immediately followed by
one carrying the sleepers belonging to
them.

Total,

56

The labourers for carrying the sleepers are posted 4 ,it each intermediate sleeper, and G at each sleeper nndcr a j oint. From the labourers
arc also chosen the reinforcement which will probably be necessary
B
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for the loading-party; consequently, about 40 labourers in all are
required.
When the work on 6 rail-lengths is completed, the train advances
this distance, and the demolition is repeated in the manner already
described.
When the permanent way is only removed here and there, and the
train is standing where the line is intact, N os. I. and II. parties pass the
train and work in front of it. In all other cases, the parties wait to
begin their work forward, until the train has taken up its new position.
When the necessity of removing the permanent way for a certain
length can be foreseen with certainty, it is very advantageous, some
time before the commencement of actual work, to remove the
ballasting, and take off the fish-plates, as by this preparatory measure
the effective result is increased, without necessitating an interruption
to the traffic until the actual demolition is begun.
In calculating the number of trucks (lorries) necessary for the
tmnsport of the material of the permanent way, it may be taken as a
guide, that one truck has a carrying power of 200 cwt. ; it may therefore be loaded with W rails, or with the sleepers belonging to that
number. Hence may be derived the number of trucks, and also the
length of the train, which, besides the necessary open trucks (lorries),
must have a truck for tools, one for the men, and a locomotive ancl
tender. .A. double line of rails should have, when possible, one train
for each pair.

§ 9.
1Vorking Power of a Division.
From a trial especially arranged to ascertain the working power
of a division of workmen, the following results were deduced, which,
however, only hold good during the first hour of work. If, therefore,
an equal a.-mouut 0£ work is to be n.ttained in each successive hour, there
must be a fresh relief every hour.
(a) Removal without ll'ansport.-.A. didsion consisting of 4 superintendents and 5G skilled workmen, besides the number of labourers
given in § 8, can demolish a lengLh of about 610 feet of permanent
way• (29 ':ail-lengths, each of 21 feet) in about one hour, and remo,e
the materrn.l as shown above. In this case, several distinct parties
rnay be arranged at discretion, and the same amount of work obtainell

* At Hohcnau, 48 thoroughly skilletl workmen demulished a length of 2!) rails,
each of 18 feet. (about 520 feet), in 46 minutes, and .Ioadtll the rails unly ou the
trucks. Before tho commencement of tho work, tho 1allai:it and two ikrcw-Lolts fri.:;m
each fish-plate had Uecn rt.-moYed,
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from each; the result will then be increased proportionally to the
number of the parties. Thus, for example, two parties of the abo.-e
strength will bo able to remove about two miles of superstructure in
10 houl's.
(b) Removal with simultanco1<s lrcrnsport.-A division consisting of
4 superintendents, 5G skilled workmen, and 40 labourers, can remove
a length of 610 feet in l½ hours, and load the material on trucks. To
effect this, the trucks are stationed G rail-lengths off, but only a
double number of men at the outside can be organised without the
parties interfering with each other's work in the limited space. As the
working-power in this case is in the proportion of about l} to 1 to
that in the former, these two united divisions woulcl demolish about
2 miles of permanent way, and load it on the trucks, in about 15 hours,

CHAPTER IV.
STATlONR, ROLLING-STOCK, SIGNALS,

§ 10.
Points, Crossings, ~-c.
The simplest means of depriving an adversary of the use of a
station in a short time consists in the entire removal of the permanent
way. This means can, however, only be employed when not more than
3 or 4 lines of way are found in a station, and when a sufficient amount
of time and labour are at disposal. W"ith many Jines of way, on the
contrary, as is the case in large stations, it is impossible to take up all
tbe rails, and it must then suffice to remove the through lines, or, at all
events, the switch-rails and crossings.
It will, however, be in few cases possible to transport all the rails
and sleepers removed; but, at any mte, ,ill switch-rails and crossings
must be placed out of the reach of tbe enemy.
As the removal of the permanent way is effected in stations as on
the open line ( § 8), only that of switches and crossings will be now
described.
(a) Switches 01· points.- For these, the work of demolition consists
in:-

1. The removal of the switch tongues, after undoing the fastenings.
After this is effected, and tbe key of the connecting rod is removed,
tbc tongues may be lifted up, together with tbe point rods.
2. Removal of the stock rails after taking out the screws a
n2
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(Plate VII., fig. 2), the hook.nails, and detaching the fish-plates on
the rails at the point of junction.
3. Removal of the arrangement for altering the points, after screwing
off the lever or crank arrangement,

4. Raising up the sleeper under the points by the aid oflevers or
crowbars.
5. Carrying and loading of all material.
If there is not sufficient time to carl'y away everything, the switch
tongues, at least, must be takeu.
'!'ho removal of a switch may be accomplished by 16 men provided
with G screw spanners a.ud 12 levers, in 10, or at the most, 15 minutes.
It will, however, be advantageous to remove not only the actual
switches, but also the curved rails of the points and, where possible, the
rails of the main line as well.
(b) O,·ossings.-..A.s the individual parts of crossings, namely tongues,
wing-rails, and guard-rails, are usually secured in exactly the eame
way as tbe main rails, the principles laid down in § 8 bold good for
theil' removal. 'J..1he tongues of chilled iron or cast steel are raised up
after the remoYal of the nails, together with the wing-rails belonging
thereto, by means of crowbars. Tongues and wing-rails should not
be left, as a rule, for the adversary, but should, if possible, be always
taken away.
(c) Tnrn-lables.-No particular importance is attached to the
destruction of turn-tables, as they very seldom serve for the connection
of main or through lines, hut are only employed on sidings to give a
means of accPss to the rails of engine houses, workshops, &c. Still,
sl1oulcl it be desired to render tum-tables unserviceable for a short
time, it may be clone by removing the central pivot and the turn-table
rails. To 1·ender it useless for a considerable time could only be
eff'ected by blowing up the platform.
(d) Travelling'plalfonns o,· traversers may, like the turn-tables, be
left untoucbecl, and for the same reasons. Should it be necessary,
however, to include them in the demolition, they may be rendered
unserviceable by removing the rails on them, and the wheels on which
they run, by destroying the girders of the tra'l"erscr; and, in the case of
sunken traversers, by blowing in tbe sides of the tra'l"erscr-pit as well.
§ ll.

W,,te,• Supply.
The rendering

useless of the arrangements

conncctcLl

with

water supply deprives nn acl,-ersary of an in<.lispensablu help in the
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working of a line, and compels him to occupy much time in their
restoration. Endea,ours must, therefore, be made to destroy as
thoroughly as possible all arrangements for tl1e supply of water,
particularly as this may be done ,ery simply and quickly.
In the first place, all contrivances connected with the feeding of
tho water. tanks must be demolished.
The pipes, and especially bends and angle pieces, must be removed,
and, when possible, taken away altogether. The piston-rods and
pistons must be taken out of the pumps, and the rising pipes screwed
off. If there is not sufficient time for this, the pipes must have
wedges driven into them. In the case of a steam-pump, the transmission arrangement, as well as the piston, must be taken out of the
cylinder. When the fiUing of the water-tanks bas been made impossible, tbe arrangements· for watering the engines must be partially
demolished by removing the pipes as before mentioned ; in this case
this is very easily effected, as leather hose is very often used. The
cocks, when all the above.named work bas been carried out, may be
left intact, for if the feeding of the water.tanks is impossible, and the
main to the cocks is interrupted, these will of course not act.
The water-tanks need not he destroyed, for not only are they rnry
easily repaired, but also their demolition can only be effected by blowing
up; and by so doing the buildings in their neighbourhood suffer and
damage is caused, which the small delay thus occasioned would not
justify.

§ 12.
Stations and other B1<ildings and Fittings.
Buildings are convenient, it is true, for carrying on traffic, but
they are not indispensable ; the possibility of communication exists
without them, and the adversary by their demolition would be prevented from making nse of tbe railway only for so long a time as the
removal of the deb,·is and rubbish lying upon the lino of way would
require. The time and labour expended in such a demolition might
probably be infinitely better employed in some other way.
Consequently it should be established as a principle, that buildings
sl10uld only be demolished or blown up, when by so doing other
military advantages are gained in addition to the mere interruption
of the railway traffic.
In all cases, however, tbe movable fittings which a.re found jn the
buildings, and according to which the latter are designated either
as workshops, stores, 01· fitting shops, should be removed. The different
workshop fittings must, therefore, he taken away altogether, and if
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this is not possible, they must be rendered useless by the removal of
important parts. Stationary engines should be made unserviceable by
taking out the piston and remQving the transmission arrangements;
telegraphic apparatus and batteries must be remoYed. Fuel, permanent
way material, :1ncl reserve plant, as well as raw material, slJould be taken
away if possible; if not, they must be destroyed or rendered useless.
The smaller tools should be taken ant of the workshops; bat it must
never be thought that by this alone the workshops will be made
useless, for in most cases an enemy would be well provided with such
implements.
Wells m:1y be rendered useless by blowing iu tbcir sides, or by
filling up; large and important ramps, especially at good stations,
should be blown up; on the other hand, small ramps, platforms, and
portable weighing machines may in most cases be left intact.

§ 13.
Rolling Stvck.
The enemy may be deprived of the use of tbe rolling stock,
either by ,vithdrawing it from the probable range of his operation, or by
rendering the locomotives and carriages unserdceablc to an extent
Whene,er possible, the
corresponding with the o~ject in view·.
former plan should be adopted, provided tbe rolling stock can be
Care must be taken beforehand tbat at tbc stations
spared.
appointed to receive the locomotives and carriages, there is a sufficient length of sidings; if necessary, rails must be temporarily laid
clown along the side of tbe railway, or even on the roads, to supply any
clefieieucy.
But if it is altogether impossible to remove tbe rolling stock, tbe
time at disposal should be employed in renderiug it useless, at least
tempomrily.
Of tbe many methods by wbich this is attainable, only those will
here be mentioned which are easily carried ant.
Locomotives may be rendered useless in the fo1lowing ways : ( n) By screwing rdf th e inJecfor.-But if an engine bas, in addition
to an injector, a.n ordinary feed pump, or, as is the caso with engines
of old coustrnction, only a feecl pnrup, the nlve in the feed-head must
be taken a,way. Fm· tbis purpose, the screws s (Plate T'III.,.ii1, ~)
on the cap tl must first be undone, tbe c:ip d rcmo-r-ed, nnJ then
the ball ,alve inside lifted np by p11lleys. By this means the water
that is in the boiler will flow back, and it will be impossible to use the
locornolivo until the ball valve is replaced.
(b) By screwing q(t' a steant dome.-Witb engines of recent oon-
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struction, which ve1·y frequently h,vrn steam domes made to screw off
this is the simp1est and surest means of rendering an engine uu:
serviceable, and it has the advantage that the engine can be got
ready for use again almost immediately.
(c) IJy 1·emovi11y the connecting ,·ads on each side of the engine.-To
do this the wedge z (Plate VIII.,figs. 4 to 6) must be removed, and
the horizontal bolt a, fastening the connecting rod to the cross.head,
must be struck out; the connecting rod can then be easily removed,*
Coupling rods may also be removed in this way.
(d) By removing the piston.-To do this, the screws on the front
cap of the steam cylinder arc unfastened, the cap cl (Plate VIII., figs.
3 a,icl 4) is drawn off, and the most oblique wedge, which effects the
connection of the piston-rod with the cross-head, is knocked ont; the
whole piston can then be drawn out of the cylinder. To facilitate this,
it is advisable in the first place to loosen the stuffing-box h a little at
the back.
The removal of the piston can be almost momenta,rily effected with
a heated boiler, if the connection between the piston-rod and the
cross-head is severed by taking out the wedge, ancl steam is then let
in through the openings at the back of the cylinder. The thus
loosened piston then presses the cap of the cylinder forcibly out. As
in this proceeding the cylinder is generally shattered, it must only
be done when no particular regard bas to be paid to the saving of
material.
( e) By removing the safety-valve.--The val rn becomes useless if either
the bar a (Plate VIII.,fig.l), the safetyleverf, or the spring balance/'
is removed. If there is not enough time to remove these individual parts,
a blow with a hammer on the cap is sufficient to destroy the whole system.
The most essential parts of the sub-structure of carriages are the
a.xles and wheels. By removing, and at om·e carrying awny the latter,
the unserviceablcness of the carriages is most completely attained. As
this is, however, in very few cases practicable, it appears more ad~
vis0,b lc to be content with the removal of the springs. For if these are
taken <1way, the body of the carriage falls with its underside directly
upon the wheels, and the moving of the carriage is prevented until the
springs a,re restored. To do it, the screw nuts m (Piette VIII.,jig. 7)
arc removed from t.be axle-bearers a,, the bolts or screws b are taken
out from the bearers of the spring f, and the latter is withdrawn. To
facilitate the work, t l, e longitudinal bearers of the body of the

* According to experiments mnde, the remoYal of a feed-head -mlve or a connecting rod by two men, proyi<led with a hammer l\Dd r;crew-spa.nner, laoted, on 311
average, 3 minutes.
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truck may be supported beforehand by means of screw-jacks; after
the removal of the springs, the body is let clown on to the wheels.
Carriages with wooden frames may be rendered permanently useless
by sawing the frames through in one or several places; before doing this
the sheet iron, with which the sides of the frames are usually covered,
must be cut through. This, however, occupies much time, and
the method given when speaking of tunnels(§ 2), of running carriages
off the rails, is preferable, especially when many trucks have to he
destroyed; by this means, simultaneously with the destrnction of the
trucks, a barricade is formed, which is chiefly of advantage in cuttings
and stations.

§ 14.

Signals.
The poles, levers, and arms of the visual signals,
and stopping signals, as well as all hand signals, must
removed. The wire of the electric signals must be
cutting and twisting, and by removing some poles. If
the wires should be taken down and rolled up properly.
and batteries must be taken away.

the shunting
be altogether
destroyed by
time permits,
All apparatus
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PART II.
RESTORATION OF RAILWAYS WHICH HAVE BEEN
DESTROYED OR RENDERED UNSERVICEABLE.

§ 15.
INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

In restoring railways which have been destroyed or rendered
nuserviceable, all constructions and erections are of a temporary
character, as it is only intended to make a line fit for traffic with the
smallest consumption of time and by the simplest means, for the period
that it will probably be required.
The quality of tbc materials, the nature of the constructions, and
their execution, are, in such restorations, only to be so far taken into
account as to secure the safe carrying on of the traffic; at the same
time all regard for appearance is qnite omitted, and convenience is only
taken into the quest-ion when, by doing so, no greater consumption of
time, labour, or materials will be eutailecl.
There is often, consequently, a great difference between the de1:iign
and execution of temporary constructions of tl,is kind in the field, and
those of permanent constructions erected in time of peace. For example,
with permanent constructious, while the permanent way is being prepared, tho greatest care is taken to ensure easy running, and to place
the sleepers as far apart as possible, and so on; but ·with field railways,
on the other hand, any description of permanent way wb-ich Ieaves no
cause for fearing that the trains are like]y to run off the rails, is coo~
sidcred to answer all purposes.
In the following pages it will be shown bow portions of a railway
which have been destroyed or rendered useless may be restored for uso
in the field ; and how far, in such restorations, the method of executing
ordinary permanent constructions may he departed from without
affecting the safety of the traffic.
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CHAPTER I.
MAIN WORKS.

§ lG.
Enibaukm.ents, Cuttings, Tunnels.
Although embankments are not often destroyed, on account of
the great consumption of time and labour necessary, their restoration is
ncvertbefoss taken into consideration here, as it is qnite possible they

may sometimes be found demolished.
Filling up, ramming clown, ancl levelling the deficient embankment
now appear to be undoubtedly the simplest meibods of restoration,
and are, when the length and depth to be filled in are not consid~rable,
the most aclvantageous; but much depends upon local circumstances.
Slight demolitions of embankments are but seldom met with, for as
a rule, if an adversary finds himself compelled to destroy an embankment,
he will do all he can to create a very considerable obstacle. According
as its extent increases so does the restoration by filling np occupy a
longer time than that by forr:iing a temporary wooden construction ; it
is therefore sometimes advantageous to employ the latter method. In
cuttings which have been bloekecl, one line of rails must first be cleared
and then the other. If the sides have been blown in, ~ careful examination must be made, and all movable rubbish removed, so that passing
trains may not be endangered by its falling .

Tunnels which ha,e been blocked must be cleared ; if, howeyer,
they have been destroyecl by gunpowder, not only the extent of the
explosion, but also the geological nature of the ground above and around,
must be narrowly investigated, nnd the construct.ion of the walls examined. Dy this means it can be decided whether" simple clearance of
the cl6Uris is sufficient (as, for examplr, in tunnels through rock without
rcvctemenb;;); or whether, a.nd to what extent, it ma.y be ne~essary to
repair the injured walls. Various cases mny be met with i they are always,
without exception, clm1gerou~, nnd require excessive precaution. A
tempora1·y wooden lining should only be constructed when the existing
rc\·ctmcnt is ,m·y weak (1-~ or 2 feet thick). Tbe upright~, struts, and
tr::tnsoms employed for this purpose must follow the rectilinear normal
section of the open line in the clear, and the sheeting must be placed on
the ontsi1lc. St.rang re\"etcmcnts show that a considerable siUe-thrust
had to be provided agai1)st, and it woulLl in this case ho extremely dangf'rous to undcrtnlrn n. restoration with the limited means of a Ficlrl
Ra.il way DiYision. In a. case like this, and w·hen an elaborate tunnelvaulting is damaged at the top, not a moment should be wasted in the
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endeavour to reconstruct the tunnel tempomrily, hut, if possible, a tem.
porary line shoulJ be laid down, and the tunnel avoided altogether.*
If, however, the hill through which tbe tunnel passes, is not high,
the whole superincumbent mass resting on the destroyed tunnel may
be cut away to the necessary slope, and thus a culling with very high
sides may be formed. In 1870, the third German Field Raikay
DiviRion rendered the tunnel of Arruentier, which was blown in for a
length of 500 feet, passable in this way; no timber to form framing
was to be ha<l, and the hill above the tunnel only had a height of 100
feet. Here, the work was begun at the top, tlie necessary slopes were
given to the cutting, and the sides were partially revcted, for which
purpose 80,000 bricks were required.

§ 17.
Tempomry TVooclen Cons/1·nctio11s

i,,

General.

Bridges, viaducts, and, to a certain extent also, embankments
which have been destroyed, can in time of war, when rapidity of execu.
lion is of the first importance, only be replaced by temporary wooden
constructions. Extreme : simplicity, combined with perfect security.
should characterise such a field-construction.
In executing such works, the formulre founded on experiments made
on different railways, and the principles generally laid do,rn in the
builuing of permanent wooden bridges, may be applied in the case of
temporary wooden constructions.
As it is supposed that the reader is familiar with the principles of
bridge construction, as well as ,,;·ith the technical execution of details,
only those matters will be treated of in the following pages which relate

* The attempt of the second Field Railway Di,ision to reconstruct the tunnel nt
Nanteuil, on the railw·ay from Nancy to Paris, which was blown in during the
FranC'o-German War of 1870-1, forms a -rery instructin case in point.
This tunnel, a.bout 1,000 yards in length, was blown in by the French by chnrgcs
loaded in the side walls, so that not only was the masonry of the Yaulting nnd sidewalls completrly dPstroyed for a length of about 100 feet, Lut nlso the hill abo-re (~bout
2J0 feet high) wns loosened, and some portions foll into the tunnel, while others
slippeJ onr it. As tho relmil<liog of the destroyed portion could not be thought of,
on account of the great consumption of time nod insufficient menns, the construction
of a temporar.Y line iu a gnllery lined with wootlwork was set about. Plate I.Y.,figs.
l to 6 show the successil'e steps of tho work. When, at the end of 4 weeks, this was
almost ('Ompleted, consideraLie displacements were caused by the pressure of l11yc1·s
of the hill, which was of the tertiary formation; rnrions be,'lms of tLe strong wooden
framing were displaced and IJroken, until at last the complete collapse d Lhe nearly
n~torcd portion followed. Hereupon :.-. circuit of tlrn tunnel by means of a field
railway was undertaken, and, with the help of 1,000 workmen, was completed in
23 days.
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to peculiarities in the construction of railway-bridges in the field.
With milway-bridges generally, greater loads comparatively have
to be allowed for than with road-bridges; but with temporary field
railway-bridges the carrying out of such a construction as will best suit
the particnlar circumstances is all that bas to he sought after; for not all
constructions, which are executecl in time of peace, are applicable for
constructions in tbe field; since, for example, for the formation of gronps

of piles, trussed and suspended bridges combined, lattice-bridges, &c.,
the time at disposal is in most cases insufficient. Bridges on piles,
trestle-bridges, ancl, in extreme cases, trusses, mn.y be pointed out as
the simplest constructions in field railway-bridging.
In the execution of a structure which is only intended to last during
a campaign, there is not the same demand for solidity and durability as
in a permanent structure. Consequently, materials of smaller dimentions and of inferior quality will suffice, all complicated joints will be
avoided, and cramps, screw-bolts, &c., will be employed instead. The
dimensions which are adopted need only be those which will ensure that
security which is indispensable. Finally, it must not be overlooked,
that a project for the construction of works in the field is not so much
dependent on the dimensions (as in the case of permauent works)
and on the quality of the materials as ou the materials at hand, or
those wLich can be procured iu the neighbourhood, which ha,e to be
made use of.
Taking the above facts into consideration, and in order, at the same

time, to give some guide for cases which frequently occur in war, the
two following sections contain:Data which are generally absolutely uccessa1·y for the calculation of
the strength of wooden railway-bridges; and
Rules for the formation of temporary structures in war, as well
as some examples, which, with the altl. of standard designs, may be
adapted to various special cases.

§ 18.
Data Jo,· Calculation of Sfrength.

The _calcuhtion of the strength of the bridge must embrace equally
that of ,ts superstructure ancl that of its supports.
Tho superstructure of a railway-bridge consists of the rails, sleepers,
and bearers. rrhe weight of the rails and sleepers may be disregarded,

for on e,ery foot mu of the length there is only a loacl of f;G lbs.;•
therefore, only calculations as to the strength of the bearers and supports are gi \·en.
• As the average length of a locomotive of 25 feet

COl'E'r.!

a.bout 8 sleepers and
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When the baulks are dovetailed,

,·,=¾•··
Having the preceding formula,, there can be no difficulty in finding
the strength of the bearers, their dimensions being fixed, or, in finding
the necessary dimensions, the load being known, as soon as ,., the
admissible working load, is known. In determining the dimensions
unmcrically, the experiments which have been made in railway-construction, and existing rules, as well as constructions which have been
actually executed and tested, may be taken as guides.
The Royal and Imperial private Southern Rail way Company has
issued fixed rules for the construction of their temporary structures, in
which the admissible lo:1d is laicl down at 120 kilog. per square centimetre, equal to ] 4·88 cwt. per square inch, or, for round timber, 15 cwt.
per square inch.*
On the Emperor Ferdinand's Northern Railway no fixed formula,
have been laid down, but standard designs for different spans have been
planned. Plate IX., figs. 7 to 16, and Plate X., fig. l, show temporary constructions founded on these designs. .A. calculation made
according to what has been said above, and with the help of the formula,, gave as admissible load from 9 to 11 cwt. per square inch.
In the same way, the greatest load on some of the temporary
stmctures on the Charles Louis Rail way was found to be 15 cwt. per
square inch.t (Plate X.,figs. 2 lo 4, and Plate XI.,fig. I.)
If now the temporary arrangements mentioned be taken as a basis
for the determination of the admissible load on the square inch, ,. is
found to vary between 9 cwt. and 15 cwt. If the load r=9 be taken,
in every case the customaq limit in the case of permanent bridges is
obtained; with thoroughly sound timber and rigid connection, ,. may
be taken at 15 cwt., as the extreme limit.
(b) Calwlation of the supports.-These will consist only of piles,
trestles, and simple trussed frames.
For the calculation of the strength of the piles or vertical sup1iorls, the very simple experimental rules given in Weiss' A,·t of Construction may be made use of. .According to these, there may generally
be taken, for vertical timbers, irrespective of their nature, a load of
2 Vienna cwt. on each square inch, provided the height does not
exceed thirty diameters. .A.s the height diminishes, the strength
increases, so that each square inch of section may be taken to carry,
* To conYcrt kilogs, per square centimetro into Vienna cwt. per square inch,
mul6ply Ly 0·124.
t In this determination of the admissible loa<l, the supports were neglcctcJ, and
the clear length e/taken. (Plate l.:Y. 1 jigs. 7 to 161 Platc.1~ 1 figs, I to 4-, and Plate
XL,jig. i.)
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with a height 25 times the diameter, 3 cwt.

20

4 ,,

1-5

5

10

6 ,,

,,

The number of piles or vertical supports which must be used in
a simple or complete pile-work, or in a treat.le-bridge, is governed
partly by the above rules, partly by the load on the piles, and partly
by constructional considerations.
It may generally be taken that 3" vertical timbers x 2" x 12" and
2 struts ( which are not taken into account), fixed at a height of
20 feet, are sufficient for one group of piles, if the bridge is only
designed to carry one line of rails. The temporary constructions
shown in Pliite X., fig ,. l to 4, and Plate XI., fig. l, give more
than the necessary safety in this case. Trussed frames are generally
only admissible for small spans, when there is plenty of height,
and when the footings arc good; under these circumstances, they
are easily available for the strengthening of pile-constructions. In
calculating the strength of the parts of the trussed frame (strnts
and straining-ben,ms), the load Q which acts at the point of support,
and the angle a (Plaie IX.,fiy . 15), must, first of all, be ascertained;
then t,he pressure on the strut Q,=_9__, and that on the straining
cos ((

beam Q,=Q tan a.
In calculating the section necessary, tl1e proceeding is the same as

in the case of struts and columns which sustain a thrust in the direction of the axi.s. For example, for the strut Q 1 it is equal to r 1 bh,
where b is the breadth, and h the height of the section, and it is
assumecl thn,t b is ecrual to or less than h.
In order to find r, the formula

is used, where, n.ccor<ling to the rules for thrusts along struts or corn•
pression bars, r is only to be taken as 5·2 cwt.

§ 10.
R1'les

WHI

their Employment iii Special Cases.

As, in the foregoing paragraph~, the construction and calcula.
tion of temporary wooden structures erected during a campaign is
only generally treated of, it appears addsahle to thoroughly consider
from a constrndi,c point cf view a few cases, which wonlcl probably
be most likely to uccnr.
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In Plates IX., figs. 7 to 16, and X., fig. 1, several constructions
with spans from 6 feet to 60 feet are given, which may serve as guides;
in Plates VI., figs. 6 and 7a, X., figs. 2 to 4, and XI., figs. 1 to 3,
some examples are shown.
If, in a given case, the material which is used in the construction of
the standard designs can be procured without loss of time, the execution of the work can be forthwith pl'oceeded with, in accordance with
the same. If, however, timber of less dimensions than those given is
only at disposal, the length of the girders and their section must be
brought into a proper relation with the number of piers or supports;
and, similarly, the height of the piers must be varied with the depth of
the obstacle, &c., in each particular case. .A. calculation which thns
harmonises local circumstances with the materials at hand, and which
must be based upon the principles enunciated in §§ 17 and 18,
will always show clearly what standard designs, or combinations of the
same, best answer the required purpose. A few examples will show
how the given designs may be made use of in the case of destroyed
bridges, as regards the material of which they are constructed.
(c,) Stone bridges.-Ifthe piers are onlypartiallydarnaged by gunpowder, they are still available as foundations for trestles. In the
example given in Plate X., fig. 4, trestles* in two stages have been
erected and strengthened by trussed frames. The clear length ef = 15
feet. One rail-length is supported by 1½bearers ; one bearer is formed
of two baulks, 13" by 14'', bolted together. The superimposed weight
is therefore similar to that in the construction of the standard design,
Plate IX., fig. 16 ; the construction is thus quite safe.
In the case of piers entirely useless (Plate XI.,fig. lb), or of arches
quite blown down (Plate XI.,fig. la.), when the erection of trestles is
impossible, piles must be driven, as shown by the respecti,e figures.

* lo. the ,var of 1870-71, the German Field Railway Divisions yery frequently
made use of trestles in the restoration of stone bridges. The restoration of the
demolished bridge over the Marna at Chalifert is shown in Plate XL, fig. 2. The explosion had caused a gap of 86 feet; the scattered masonry had filled up the opening to
such an oxten~ that the course of the stream was hindered; by stone-packing, with
the intersticea filled up with rubbish, a dam, reaching to 16 feet aboYe the waterle,·el, was formed, and there then remained a height of about 30 feet for the construction. There were 11 trestle!:! 8 feet 4 inches a-p:irt from centre to centre. The crossbracings were secured with iron-cramps, while strong nails only were used with the
longitudinal bracings. Tho corbel pieces wero connected with tho bearers by
2 screw-bolts. As the two sides of the arch unharmed by the explosion were not
sufficiently safe to allow the bearers to rest directly upon them, it was necessary to
Arrange another trestle on the masonry. In ii similar mann~r the temporary bridge
of Meaux, at Isles, was constructed for about 8-1 feet.
C
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Without allowing for the supports cd, the clear length ef 21 feet
6 inches. A rail-length is supported by 1½ bearers; a bearer is formed
by two baulks, 1311 by 14'', bolted tog~ther. The superimp~sed
weight is therefore Jess than in the construct10n of the standard design,
Plate IX., fig. 15.
(b) Bridges of Wood.-!£ the piles are not completely destroyed,
and are still fit to be used as supports, they must be cut off level, and
provided with a cap-sill, on which the new pier may rest. Plate IX.,
figs. 12, 13, wnd 14, and Plate X., fig. l, would serve to explain any
constructive details if it is contemplated to make use of the pile foundations as a support for the timbering of the bridge. If, however, the
piles are destroyed below water-level, new ones will have to be driven.
If the bed of the opening is dry, and sound stumps of the piles are
left which can be cut off level, the formation of the pier may be also
effected in the way previously described.*
If the bridge rests on stone piers or iron pile-work, and the
superstructure only is destroyed, as many intermediate piers as are
necessary must be formed corresponding to the dimensions of the
bearers, in addition to the restoration of the superstructure.
If only individual parts of the superstructure are damaged (sawn
through, for example), they must either be replaced or supported
underneath, according to the nature of the construction.
(o) Iron B,·idges.-If the rails and sleepers have been removed, their
places must be supplied by new ones when they are to be had. Deficient
iron girders can only be 1·eplaced by wooden ones.
If the construction, in the case of suspension bridges, has been
weakened by the removal of bolts, king-posts, &c., the missing parts
must be supplied as far as possible from the materials at hand. Neville
bridges, from which the wooden cross-girders have been removed, may
he restorecl by laying temporary cross-girders in the chairs (j), which
are made on purpose to receive them (Plate VI.,figs. 4 and 5).

* A method which waa adopted in the campaign of 18661 in the temporary
restoration of the Altenruarkt Bridge, deserves mention here. The piles of the
existing wooden bridge had been burnt down to stumps about 1 foot hlgh. On both
sides of the stumps transoms were placed, and secured by means of bolts passed
through them. In the opening thus forme<l, and terminated by the stumps, the
vertical timbers ·were fixed, and the bolts drawn close, by which the cutting off of
the ends of the stumps and the cogging of the capping-piece were aToided. The
remain_der of the work was carried out in the ordinary way. In a similar way, in the
campmgn of 1870-71, the wooden bridge over the Maine at Chiilons which bad Leen
b~~t. by the French by means of petroleum, was restored Ly a German .Railway
Drns1on (oompos~d of French railway officials, and solJiers under the engineer
Gl:.lser)} tho. ;crt1cal supports of tho new l,ridgo were LoltcJ on to the e:xi1:ting
foundation-p1hng a (Plate XL fig, 3), at the water ljnc,
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Schiffkorn bridges, from which either all or only some iron crossgirders have been removed, may be again made passable if, instead of
these girders, tim her trusses are fixed, as follows• :-On the bottom
boom transoms ( a'), 16 feet long and 8 inches square, are laid as close
as possible to the joints (Plate VI., figs. 6 and 7a). To effect this,
they may be diminished at the ends. On these transoms there comes
a timber truss 811 square. To stiffen the bearers and framing, four
longitudinal baulks (b) are halved into the transoms, and struts ( c) are
fixed. The dist..,,nce apart of the trusses depends on the strength of
the longitudinal bearers; it is, as a rnle, 3 feet (i.e. at the same distance
apart as the joints), but with bearers 13 11 by 14" it may be 6 feet (i.e.
at every other joint).
The calculation given in the notet shows that this construction is

* In the campaign of 1866 the Prussians restored Schiffkorn bridges, which had
been destroyed on the Kralup-Turnau Railway, in the following way :-Platforms
about 3 feet broad and 15 feet long ,vere formed of planks laid cross-wise over
each other upon a plank framing; these were nailed with long nails, two to each
cross-bearer; the latter were grasped by the wrought-iron suspension braces of the
booms; on these the longitudinal bearers carrying the rails were laid, after wooden
bars had been arranged cross-wise to gh·e stiffness in the direction of ,the length.
The platforms were wedged up against the bottom boom, in order to prevent a lateral
thrust upon the cast-iron cross-braces.
t The pressure Q of a wheel (of a 6-wheeled engine of 600 cwt.) is 100 cwt.
Taking, as the most unfarnurable case, ex equal to 40°;

= 0 .~~~0 = 132 cwt.;

Pressure along the strut c~•"

Pressure along the straining beam Q 11 tan a= 100 (0·8391) = 180 cwt,
The safe load of the struts should be r 1 b2 = 132 cwt.
,vhence,

,, = I+ o·00676 (D'

4·3 cwt,

'fherefore,
r 1 b'!. = 4·3 x 6-l = 275·3 cwt., or more than twice what is required,
The St\fe load of the straining-beam should be equal to 189 cwt. i but it is
5·2

1'1

1

+ 0·00576 {f) 2 = 4·4 cwt. i

consequently r1 I,'!.= 281 cwt., or more than sufficient.
Longitudinal Sleepers.
In a clear length of 3 feet, Q = 93 cwt.

1;'t =

The safe load of a sleeper is 2

06 cwt,

\Vith longitudinal sleepers of 13" x 14'1 timber, for a clear length of 6'
Q = 187·5 cwt., and the &'l.fo load of such a. sleeper is

tt =

2

212 cwt,

c2
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sufficieutly secure. Cases may, however, occur in which the restoration of piers is attained more quickly inside the lattice-work which
may be left standing (Plate XI.,fig. lb); when, for example, all the
transoms of a bay have been removed the bed of the obstacle is dry, &c.
Iron bridges which have been destroyed by blowing down, and in
which a partial loosening, sinking, or straining of the iron-work has
been effected, must be replaced by a temporary construction, which, if
possible, should be formed exactly on the axis of the existing bridge ;
or, if this is impracticable on account of the time which would be
taken up in clearing away the damaged ironwork, a new axis must be
taken. In the latter case, endeavours should be made to effect the
junction with the open line by an arc of the greatest possible radius.
For this purpose, either the old embankments must be widened by
bridge-like constructions, or new embankments must be branched off
on a curve.
The time which each of the foregoing restorations would require
depends on their extent, the means at command, and on local circumstances. In general, it may be assumed that the restoration of pilework of the simplest construction, together with the two adjoining
bays, may be accomplished in from 10 to 12 hours, the materials being
at band, and other circumstances favourable.
CHAPTER II.

p E RM AN E N T

WAY.

§ 20.
General Remarks.
The extent of the restoration of the permanent way must
depend upon the time for which it will probably be required. The
time, labour and materials at disposal will al ways decide in how far
the work in the field can answer this requirement. But as it is most
important to lay down the limits of simplicity of construction (which
the temporary construction should not go beyond in time of war)
without incuning any risk, each individual element of tbe permanent
way will be treated of in the following pages with this view.
On the formation level only the under ballast " ( Plate XII., fi:J.
lb) is necessary ; all the a1Tangements for drainage, as well as the
intermedia.te pa.eking, may be omitted.

The description of sleepers depends on the material at hand . If
there is any choice, however, the preference should be given to wooden
transverse sleepers; if it is found necessary to make them, they may
be given a trapezium-shaped section, and they will answer every
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purpose, their upper surfaces being trimmed, or merely having rests
cut out for the mils.
Sleepers of different heights are no drawback, for the difference of
level may be counteracted by tbe b:1llast. To facilitate the work,
trans,erse sleepers may be laid 3 feet apart throughout ( Plate XII.,
fig. 1); it is sufficient to have the sleepers (a) nuder the rail-joints,
and one intermediate sleeper, the places of the others being taken by
blocks of wood, the length of each of which is about one-third that of
an ordinary transverse sleeper. As, however, this arrangement takes
time, on account of the difficulty in laying and under-packing &c., it
should only be adopted when the supply of timber is deficient. Longitudinal sleepers (d) should be used when possible instead (I'late XII.,
figs. 2 ancl 2a) ; this is most simply effected by using cross-sleepers
( e), laid under the joints, and having grooves from 3'' to 4" deep, to receive the longitudinal sleepers. These grooves are absolutely necessary.
The securing of the rails can only be simplified in the case of fiat.
bottomed ones; by doing away with the bed-plates, by reducing the
fish-plate connections from 4 to 2 screw-bolts, and by diminishing the
number of nails by one-half. If no fish-plates are to be had, the
ordinary number of nails must be retained, and in this case joint-plates
(t) are desirable (Plate XII.,fig. 1).
This also applies when block-sleepers are used.

§ 21.
Laying the Permanent Way.
In the following pages, the proceeding which must be adopted
when transverse sleepers are used will be more particularly described,
as longitudinal sleepers are seldom found to occur, and the work in
both cases is much the same.
(a) With flat-bottomed (Vignoles') rails, the work to be clone
consists in :I. Levelling the ballast, laying out the centre line, ancl running
levels.
II. Laying the transverse sleepers; in cloing this, it is advantageous to use a lath with the distance apart of the sleepers marked
upon it. .A.t the same time, any bed-plates at hand might be laid down.
III. Laying the rails. .As soon as about 24 sleepers have been
placed, the rails are laid upon them as straight as possible, and
separated by about the proper distance. When this has been done for
about 3 rail-lengths, there begins,
IV. The screwing on of the fish-plates, for which 2 screw-bolts are
used; the space between the rails at the joints, which, in permanent
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work, differs according to the temperature, here m!ty in all cases be
fixed at a quarter of an inch. To maintain this distance, small plates
of wood are inserted. When 3 rails have been provided with fish.
plates, there follows,
.
V. The fastening down of one l<lngth of rail. To facilitate this
work, the respective sleepers are pressed against the rails with the help
of a crowbar. As soon as the first rail is fastened to the sleepers,
there comes,

VI. The fixing of the gauge, as .,ell as the fastening down of the
opposite length of rail, which is secured in the same way as the first,
except that a clip-gauge is used. In order to get tbe rails exactly
parallel, it is necessary to lay the clip-gauge over each sleeper. The
nailing down of both rails is now continued in this order, until about
150 feet of the permanent way has been laid down ; then follows,
VII. The setting of the rails horizontally. This work is accelerated,
if only the extreme points of the length of line laid down are made
horizontal by means of plummets and cross-sights, and the level adjusted, the intermediate portions being simply corrected by eye. As
soon as the whole of the contemplated line is completed, comes
VIII. The adjustment of the entire length, i.e. bringing the track
exactly into its true direction. This is done by means of crowbars.
Curves require a widening of gauge and raising of the rails, the
amount being governed by the radius of the curve. But as this
radius is not always known, it suffices to give on an average an increased width of gauge of 1 inch, and to raise the outer rail from 3 to
4 inches above the inner rail. The short rails, which, in permanent
work, are employed in these cases, may be entirely dispensed with in
temporary restorations, and rails of the ordinary length can be used and
cut down to the required length, without inconvenience, whether the
joints of both rails are radial or not.•
Level crossings are formed in the usual manner. Wooden blocks
are laid inside the rails, and about 2 inches from them, and nailed to
the sleepers.
(b) With chair-rails.-In this case, the work is carried out as
follows:I. Levelling of the ballast, &c., and}
·th v·
.
1
II. Placing the transverse sleepers
as w1
,gno es' rails.
III. Nailing clown the eh airs along one rail. As soon as the
sleepers have been placed for about two rail-lengths, the chairs are
secured along a single rail with only one nail.

*

On an ayerage the cutting of a. rail takes 6 minutes.
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IV. Laying down and keying up one rail. As soon as the chairs
have been secured on one side for about 4 rail-lengths, the rails are
placed in them, ancl keyed up. After this work is completed along the
first rail, then begins,
V. The work along the opposite rail. The chairs are placed on
the sleepers, the rails laid in the chairs, keyed up, and ganged, and
each chair is fastened with 2 nails ; after which the second nail may
be driven for the corresponding chair on the opposite rail.
VI. Making the rails horizontal and level } As in the case of
VII. Bringing the line on to its proper axis
Vignoles' rails.
For curves and level crossings, what has been said under the head
of Vignoles' rails is applicable in this case. If double chairs are to be
had, they shoulcl be used for points.
(o) With mixe,l rai/,S, sleepe,-s, ~·c.-If the employment of mixed
materials cannot be avoided, they must be suitably connected, and the
difference in section at points of junction must be adjusted proportionately.
As soon as the permanent way has been laid, in any one of
the ways described, the line may be opened for traffic. The careful
maintenance of the line (raising sunken sleepers, packing, tightening
fish-plate screws, &c.) will vary in its necessity, according to the
length of time occupied in restoration, for the quicker the work, the
less solidly and securely will it have been executed in all its details.
§ 22.
Distribution of the Wod,inen,

g-c.

Iu a demolition, a division of workmen was taken to consist of
4 superintendents and 56 men; it now remains to show by examples
how the same number of skilled workmen would be able to split up
into parties in accord and with the detail of work given in the preceding paragraph, in order so to temporarily restore the permanent

way, that no cessation of work occurs, and that the different parts of
the work follow each other without interruption. It is assumed here
that Vignoles' rails, with transverse sleepers, are used-for in all
other cases the method of procedure is much the same-and that a
sufficient number of labonrers* is available for bringing up the
materials. The workmen are distributed in the following manner:-

* Eor a division of workmen constituted as aboye, 46 labourers-30 for bringing
up sleepers, and 16 for each rail-are, ln most cases, sufficie,nt.
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Number of

i"'
<I

Nature of

work.

~
LeYelling
the ballaE>t;
laying out
I. the axis of
the line, and
arranging

I

'8 al
9~
~~ aB
~] ~~

Toots.

All the labourers, as well as all
I

6

Pickets,
mallets, le'fels,
plummets,
cross-sights.

Graduated
rods.

the level.

II.

Laying tho
sleepers.

-

4

III,

Placing the
rails.

-

4

IV,

Screwing on
the fishplates.

-

8

-

8

V.

Boring and
nailing for

one rail.

VI.

VII.

Fixing the
gnuge;
boring and
nailing for
the opposite
rail.

I

Making both
rails horizontal.

I

The labourers and workmen above

8 screw-spanners,

8 hammers.

10

4 drills,
4 mallets,
4 crowbars.

4 drills,
4 mallets,
4 crowbars,
2 ga.ugos.

2 leV"els,
2 plummets,

I

whole line,

Total.

the working-parties are employed
in lenlling the ballast; for immediately on the completion of
this work, all the rest may be
begun.

named are employed as sleeperand rail-bearers,

8

Final adjust-

VIII, ment of the

Remarke.

4

I

8

166

6 cross-sights,
4 crowbars,
4 cramp-irons,

8 hand-spikes,
8 cramp-irons.

Assist No. VII. party, till their own
work is ready for them.
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In order to be able to judge approximately the capabilities of a
working party of this description, the results arrived at during a change
of the permanent way• on the Emperor Ferdinand's Northern Railway,
are here given.
'l'he portion of railway in question was about 820 feet long (38
rail-lengths, each 21 feet 6 inches), on which the 150 men employed
effected the removal of the old permanent way, and the laying down of
the new, within 5 hours.
Before any conclusion can be derived from this special and extraordinary performance, as to the laying down of a temporary line of
railway, it must be taken into consideration, that before the commencement of work the packing ballast had been all removed, and that from
each fish-plate, 2 bolts had been already taken out, and t.he new material distributed along the entire length ; that further, after the completion of work, the ballast was not replaced, and the staff of worl--men
was very efficient.
Taking up the permanent way occupied about half an hour; there
then remained 4½ hours for laying down the line; 150 men therefore
laid 38 rail-lengths in this time; and consequently, under similar circumstances, 56 men would be able to accomplish this amount in about
12 hours, and a length of about 620 feet (29 rail-lengths, each 21 feet
6 inches), taken as in the demolition(§ 8) in 9 hours, supposing that
the labourers necessary for bringing up the material were available,
the ballasting were made level before the commencement of work, &c.
If this rate of work is compared with that given in § 8, it appears
that the permanent way on an equal length of line, with the same
number of workmen, takes 9 times longer to restore than to demolish.
If there is a larger number of skilled workmen at disposal, existing
circumstances will decide whether the surplus should be employed for
strengthening the various parties of the divisions, or whether they
should be united into separate divisions. In the latter case, work
might be commenced at several points simultaneously.
• Carried out at Krzezowice, 5th September 1868: the condition was that the
line should be ready within 5 hours.
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CHAPTER III.
STA'f!ONS, ROLLING STOCK, SIGN .us.

§ 23.
General Remarks.
Where the permanent way has been destroyed in a station, the
restoration of one through line and of a siding, and of the line connecting them must he first undertaken. Additional lines are restored
later, and only in so far as traffic and other circumstances may demand.
The connection between main lines may be effected for a time by means
of switches only, as tum-tables and travelling-platforms cannot be
quickly restored when the machinery has been destroyed.
As the rails are laid in stations in the same way as on the open line,
the restoration of switches only will be treated of in the following pages.

§ 24.
Points or Switches.
In temporary points, the movable rail is usually the only kind of
switch employed, if the stock of ordinary switch arrangements is
exhausted.
Before laying the points, they must be, in all cases, traced out.
(a) Tracing.-If AA 1 and BB 1 (Plate XII.,fig. 3) are two parallel
lines to be connected and the end of the tongue is to be at I, this tongue
b a c will be placed at I with the side b a in the direction of the inside
rail, and the side c a produced till it cuts the other rail o 1' in d; the
length ad is then laid off along cl f.
This gives the extremity f of the tongue. Inside the angle/ d a,
the curve afis drawn by eye, and the inner curve 7, i parallel to it;
by this means, one switch rail is determined. To lay out the connecting
line, the side a c of the tongue is produced towards the line B B 1 ; and
parallel to it a line is drawn from the point h till it cuts the stock rail
at a'. By this means, the second a1 is obtained, after which the laying
out of the second switch rail a 1 J' may be affected similarlyto that of af.
If the points to be laid out ai·e for au ordinary siding, instead of
for a cross-over line, the proceeding is exactly similar to the former,
except that there is no tongue required at the second crossing-point a 1
(Plate XII.,fig 3).
Supposing that the place at which the points are to be is at II, for
•~a'.°ple; then in order to find the crossing point at I, a proceeding
s1m1lar to the first given is adopted. The given tongue is first of all
placed at the point II with one branch in the direction of the rail op,
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the other lbranch is then produced till it cnts the rail ,n n in "'; the
distance f.• is set off from :,, towards a, and this gi,es the crossing
point a; the rest of the work is the same as in the first case.
If two similar tongues are not available, the simplest plan is, instead
of using the second tongue, to lay down a movable rail D (Plate
XII.,fiy. 5), which process will be fully described further on.
Finally, if no tongues are to be had, these must be replaced at the
crossing points by movable rails. In order to lay down the switch,
it is placed at an angle of 7° with the corresponding rail,* and the
subsequent proceeding is as already described.
(b) Uetlw,l of proced,i;-e with orclinary materials.-After laying out
and tracing the points, the actual laying of them, as well as the
placing of sleepers, is begun. The latter is commenced at those points
at which support is absolutely necessary ( ex. gr. tongue, crossing
points, &c.), and so many intermediate sleepers are added as will
bring their distance apart to 3 feet. At the point fixed by the tracing
the tongue a (Plate VII., figs. 3 and 4) is now secured to the sleepers,
and forms the starting point of the work; it is not finally fastened down
nntil the line of rails has been placed in its exact position.
In order to obtain the proper position for the wing-rails, two straight
laths, N and O (l'late XII.,fig. 4), 2 inches wide, are laid crossing each
other exactly at the point of the tongue, the wing-rails are then placed
with their ends against the laths, and fastened down to the sleepers.
Then the rails are laid with an increased width of gauge of 1 inch in the
curve as far as w (Plate VII., fig. 3), the end of the points, so that the
ends of all four rails fall together upon the centre of the sleeper s.
The different rails must therefore be previously adjusted as regards
length, or they must be cut; after which, the final fastening down and
placing of the rails follow, as well as the fixing of the guard rails c c1•
Simultaneously with the adjustment of the switch tongues, the
laying of the points is canied on ; it is done in the following order:I. Laying the sleepers rr 1 for the points. (Plate VII.,fig. 3.)
II. Placing the stock rails t and t, and connecting them with the
adjoining rails by means of fish-plates.
III. Pushing the switch-chairs under and screwing them to the
stock rails and sleepers.
IV. Laying in and securing the tongues " and z1•
V. Raising the sleepers supporting the points by means of crowbars (which requires special attention), as well as the exact adjustment of these sleepers.
* Tho angle 7° corresponds to a radius of 620 feet; with this angle the breadth
a b of the tongue, from out to out is 9-l inches. (Plate Xll., fig. 6.)
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VI. Fi,:ing tbe connecting and point rods v1 and v.
VII. Fixing tbc arrangements A for altering tbe position of the
points.
Two superintendents and about 28 men are required, balf for
laying out the direction of the crossing, and half for the points. For
carrying out the work, the same number of workmen is necessary.
( c) Method of procedure for temporary worl..-The proceedings in this
ca~e are nearly the same as those given under (b). The same number
of workmen is also requisite.
The ordinary constituent parts of a switch may be replaced by the
following temporary arrm1gements.
Instead of the tongue a movable rail D (Plate XII., fig. 5) may be
used. For this purpose, flat-bottomed rails may be used, or rails at
least 9 feet in length. The movable rail is fastened at the centre o,
and also at the ends, by spike-nails h.
To facilitate the sliding, ground-plates must be laid down under
the rails, or in default of these, ordinary fish-plates Z.
If tongues are available, but the necessary wing-rails belonging
to them are wanting, the latter may be formed without much trouble
by bending ordinary rails according to a pattern made of laths.
When no constituent part of ordinary switches is procurable, a
special arrangement has to be followed.
Instead of the ground-plates p (Plate VII.,fig. l), ordinary fishplates may be used. The fastening at the pivoting points A and .A 1 is
effected at the root, as in the case of tongues of the usual form.
When there is no arrangement for altering the position of the
points, the switch rods must be bent, and fixed as required.

§ 25.
Water Snpply.
When a station is undergoing restoration, the re-establishment
of the arrangements for the supply of water must he commenced
simultaneously with the laying of the rails. The locality, and nature
of the destruction effected offer the best data for deciding whether tbe
:estoration of existing, or the construction of temporn.ry arrangements,
1s the more advantageous.
(a) 1'anks.-If these cannot be brought into communication with
the new sources of water, they may generally be disregarded. But if
the ground on which they stand happens to be favourable for conducting t-be water, they should certainly be turned to account.
Unimportant damage done to iron tanks may he remedied; thus,
smnll holes in the sides or bottoms may be closed by thin plates of
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metal rivetted on, or merely by pieces of thin planking : splits and
cracks mnst always be cemented or stopped up.
Where the damage is extensive, repairs of this description are very
untrustworthy, and it will therefore be better to make use of a temporary
construction, which may either be erected upon the tank, or may
supply its place altogether. The simplest form of such construction
consists of water butts or vats a (Plate XII., fig. 7), as nearly as
possible of equal height, connected by pipes from 4 to 6 inches at least in
diameter, and having a conduit pipe or hose c attached, of the same size.
If the buildings connected with the water supply are found
demolished, or if it should be necessary to form at any place an
elevated position for a tank, a strong combination of trestles will
probably answer the purpose (Plate XII.,fig. 8); but as their erection
takes time, it will be found, in most cases, that the simplest method of
supporting the planking is by means of stacks of wood. For this
purpose, the transverse sleepers which may be in store, or easily obtained at any station, will be found useful (Plate XII.,fig. 7).
This description of temporary tank, with water tubs, may be
erected at any desired point, and even near or between the lines of rail ;
and in these latter cases, cocks are superfluous, for the filling of the
tender may be effected directly from the tubs.
(b) S,ipplying the tanks.-In a restored or newly-erected tank, the
means of supplying it with water must not be forgotten. Destroyed
pipes, leading from sources of water at a higher situation than the
tanks, may be replaced either by open ditches or wooden gutters
(PlalB XII., fig. 9).
From sources of water at a lower elevation, the water must be
raised by means of either pumps or Arcbimedean screws.
Permanent pumps, usually worked by steam, would probably be
rendered unserviceable by an adversary; the condition to which they
have been reduced by the demolition will determine whether their
restoration or the substitution of an extemporised a1Tangement in their
place is the more advantageous. It is impossible here to lay down any
rules ; the decision will be al ways governed by the consideration of the
means at disposal, and other circumstances. But it does not appear
superfluous to mention, that when only the main rod, the cylinder, or
the ya]ve bas been taken away, and the well and rising-pipe are left
uninjured, it is for the most part more preferable to effect a restoration
than to construct an improvised machine. If, however, the well or
rising-pipe bas been destroyed, and there is not another in store, the
simplest means to adopt is to requisition a complete pump from the
nearest village to supply the place of the other. But if the well has
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been rendered unserviceable, and there is no standing or running water
in the neighbourhood, there is nothing else to be done but to clear it
out and restore it to its original condition; or, at any rate, to make
use of portable Schullhof wells, having first ascertained that the local
nature of the soil offers no insuperable obstacle to the driving of the
suction-tube of the pump, and that the depth to the water does not
exceed the height of this tube (28 feet to 32 feet).
( c) Feewing the Tender.-For this 1mrpose, water-cranes, usually
placed at all watering stations, are very convenient, though not absolutely necessary; if they are found in an unserviceable state their
restoration is unimportant, and still more so if the pipe connecting
them with the reservoir is damaged. In this case the transition of the
water from the reservoir wells or other source to the engines and
tenders is most simply effected either by gutters, pipes, or india-rubber
hose. The pipes, &c., should always be placed above ground, because
they can then he more quickly laid down. The supports which may be
necessary should be always 7 feet high at least.

§ 26.
B1tildings, 9·0.

As the majority of the buildings which are found upon railway
stations are only for greater convenience in administration, working,
and the economical maintenance of materiel, they are not absolutely
necessary for purposes of traffic. In cases of emergency, and especially
in time of wa,r , every thought of convenience and money is laid aside
where time and labour can be saved. Hence it follows that everything
superfluous may with care be avoided, and only what is necessary
brought into a state of efficiency with all possible labour and means.
Therefore, when stations are destroyed, no buildings except ca1Tiage
sheds" should, as a rule, be restorecl. Care should be taken to construct ramps, and to place in order the necessary wells and drains.
There will be little difficulty in extemporising arrangements to take
the place of the ordinary ramps. The masonry revetement may be replaced by planking a (Plate XII., fig. 10), after which the ramp is
formed with earth, or a staging of the simplest kind may be formed
with planks.
The height of this ramp must be exactly that of the original; its
breadth, however, may be reduced to a minimum; and in an extreme

* In the campaign of 1870-71 a goods shed, capable of containing 1,000 trucks,
w~s orecled at the Goncsse elation. Large sheds were also built at the station at
Mltry. The sbapo of such temporary sheds re:::;emlJles that of large but~.
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case, in place of the plateau, a very broad ascent (b ), at least fonr times
tbe base, may be formed. This last measure is, of course, only admissible when there is sufficient space, otherwise a plateau of the ordinary
breadth must be made. Ramps of quite a temporary nature are shown
iu Plate XII., figs . 11, 12; they are principally adapted for getting
ho1·ses into the trucks.

§ 27.
Rolling Stock.
Locomotives and trucks which have been rendered unserviceable
can only be 1'0paired in permanent workshops; individual parts which
are wanting may be replaced on the spot by special workmen. Extem.
porised arrangements are impossible.

§ 28.
Signals.
Dii:ectly the restoration of a railway is commenced, the visual
signals must be erected, and the electric telegraph placed in operation
along the whole line. Electric bell signals and ringing apparatus can
be added afterwa1·ds.
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PART III.
LAYING OUT 'NEW RAILWAYS.
§ 29.
I NTRODUCTORY REMARKS,

In addition to the necessity of depdving an enemy of the ·use
of railways, and of restoring lines which have been demolished, there
may also adse the case of entirely new railways having to be laid down
for military purposes. 'l'he necessity of constructing such railways
may, for example, arise under the following circumstances.
(a) In order to connect existing railways, or contiguous stations.
(b) In order to connect fortified places or detached works, either
with each other, or with existing railways.
(c) In order to bring rolling-stock from exposed stations into the
interior of a fortress, or be able to transport it to a place outside the
station to which no railway leads.
(d) In order to convert siogle lines into double ones, or merely to
provide sidiogs.•
(•) In order to make stations more convenient for the requirements
of a large traffic in troops, by increasing the number of lioes. t
(J) In order to avoid portions of railway, which, from their situation
are more especially exposed to destruction by an enemy, and to construct
in their place a more sheltered line of communication.!
(g) In order to avoid tunnels which have been destroyed, and which
cannot be temporarily repaired. (See Nanteuil Tunnel, Part II.,
§ 16.)
• A cnso in point is the construclion of a second line of rail bet"'°een ,vinden
n~d \Yendenheim, and also between ,vei9seuburg an<l HngenauJ by the Ba,yarian
Field Railwny Division 1 in the campaign of 1870-71.
. t Rails were la.id nt the station of Gonesse, on the Oise, by the engineer Glaser,
m the campaign of 1870-7 1.
t A line of this description wns eetaLliohetl between Remilly andPont-i\-Mousson
by the German l'ie1J Railway Divisions l aml 4, 1870.
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(I,) In oruor to establish direct lines of rail to points of strategical
importance.*
The construction of railways of this description must naturally
ho completed in the shortest possible time. Hence it follows that it
is not possible to observe all the rules of ordinary rail way construction,
but e,erything that is not absolutely indispensable must be omitted,
and, as in the case of the restoration of a destroyed line, constructions
of an extemporised nature must, a8 a rn1c, be only so fa,r made use of
when the safe working of the line is ensured for as long as may be
required. Sufficient details for the execution of such constructions arc
given iu Part II. Ouly the laying out of permanent lines will, therefore, be treated of here; it will, however, be shown (§ 36) bow the
works necessary for permanent lines may be simplifiecl in the laying
out of Field Railways.
By the Jaying oat of a railway is understood, in the widest sense,
all those preliminary operations which, executed in a definite order,
facilitate the preparations for constrrrctions, aud after which the work
mn.y be undertaken on the ground.
These preliminaries consist of:I. General directions.
II. Rough survey and plan.
III. Detailed survey and plan.
IV. Taking cross sections.
V. Detail of levelling.
VI. Details of the whole project.

§ 30.
Genel'al Directions (Progrn,nm).
The general directions consist of a summary of all those points
which serve as a guide to the engineer comma.nding in the execution of
his designs. They embrace usually the following points:(a) Generalstcitements as to the line.--Wbether there is to be a double
or n, single line of rail ; whether the formation and main works are to
be prepared for a double line, the permanent way material of one line
of way being reserved until it is wanted; and whether the main works
are to be so constructed in the first instance that, in case a second line
is required, the existing constructions (bridges, viaducts, and buildings)
may be equally made use of.
(b) Gauge.-Whether any other than the ordinary is to be adopted;
and if so, what it is.
(c) Dimensions of the rolling sfock.-1Vbetherthe ordinary headway
* Con!'ltruction of the Bruchthal-Germershcim Railway by the Bavarian Field
Railway Division in 1870.
D
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and width in the clear are to be allowed to bridges, or whether special
dimensions arc to be adopted.
(d) Breadth of embankments at the to1,-what dimensions they are
to have.
(e) Maxi,n,i11 0 length of tmi11s-which will run on the line; this
decides the length of stations and sidings, as well as the position of
water-cranes, stores, &c.; it influences, too, the gradients and rad.ii of
the curves.
(f) Maximu,,, slopes.-Accurate data on this point for the different
conditions of ground.
(g) Mininwm raclius of W1'vatwre.
(h) Nature of roacl-crossings-whether level, or by means of bridges;
the former, especially in towns, should he avoided as far as is practicable.
( i) Situation-distance and list of stations.
(k) Nature of constructions in general-and directions for the
building of constructive works, whether they are to ho of masonry,
woocl, or stone.

§ 31.
Rough 8un-ey ancl Plan.
After it has been resolved to connect two places or points by a
railway, those preliminaries must, in all cases, be gone through, which
will decide which is the best line to be chosen, as well with regard to
expense as traffic.
'fhese preliminaries become especially important, when the two
points to be connected are separated by water-sheds.
The first data for these preliminaries are to be found in any good
map, for a single glance at it is sufficient to show approximately the
extent and nature of the work to be undertaken. The most important
elevations, their distances apart, the existing communications, the ri,er·
basins and valleys, will usually indicate the general direction which
the line will have to follow.
This preliminary plan, when fixed upon, will be shown on the map
in question. Together with this, the peculiarities of the neighbourhood must be carefully examined, ancl at the same time individnal
heights shoulcl be obtained barometrically. This examination gives a
series of points with their rcJativc attitudes, and shows those place~
where a double line of way is practlcn.b1c, where stations may be placed,
au,! of what size they shoulu be, where depots may be formed, and
their approximate extent,
Guided by these results, and hy the general directions, clesigns for
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possible lines may be fixed upon, and from among these the most
suitahlo is chosen.

§ 3Q,
Detailed 8un:ey coal Plcm.

As soon as tLe rough suney has been prepared, it is d,vidccl into
sections (Betriebslrecken), the length of which depends partly on the
rise and fall of the ground, a.ud partly on circumstances connected
with the works considered expedient. On these sections, the detailed
survey is commenced. This embraces all those proceedings which are
necessary before the central line of the railway can be laid down. They
arc:
(a) The reconnaissance of tl,e co,mlry.-By this is understood the
survey and inspection of the country in all directions, in order that a
general clear idea of the local. peculiarities may be obtained. As exact
a description as possible of the local geological condit.ion of the grqund
should be given, as this has a considerable influence, as well on the
nature of the work as ou the obtaining of building material. As in
such a general inspection, borings and sinkings are out of place, as
taking up too much time, and as leading, in only very few cases, to
correct results, and being of little use in a general survey, the
characteristic indications at Land must form, as far as possible, a
sufficient guide. From the nature of the vegetation it may be gathered
whether the soil is mainly moist or dry, whether vegetable soil, clay,
sand, or rock is present, and from this, whether land.slips or other
clangers are 1wobablc ; existing quarries, deep wells, and precipices,
which show the oat ure of tbe beds of stone, are good guides. Similarly,
the shape, nature, and size of river-beds should be observed, because
from this the rapidity of the stream, in the event of the water rising,
may be determined.
Not less important arc the statements of the inhabitants in the
neighbourhood of the different sections; they at least suggest in what
direction investigations should he made as to the water-level floods,
the temporary changes in the course of streams in heavy rain; the
more or 1ess frequent occurrence of such rain ; whether streams €'rer
become dried up, aud want of water is to be feared, what phices are
exposed to accumulations of snow, or sand, &c.
In this cxamiMtion also the price of labour ancl material should be
inquired into, as well as the possibility of bringing np a large number of
workmen.

Technica11y speaking, such a reconnaissance scn·es also as a.

rough design; that is to say, the direction of the line in the section
under coneidcration may be approximately laid down from obserration.
D 2
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(b) P,·eliminar!/ levelling (flying levels).-.A.s soon as the reconnais s«nce is completed, the actual technical work of levelling may be
begun. The object of this preliminary levelling is to obtain the
difference of level between the two ends of the line, as well as the
heights of a series of intermediate points lying in and near the general
direction of the line as decided by the reconnaissance. It should
give a representation of the ground according to the heights of
various points; on this account it is advantageous, before the commencement of the actual levelling, to fix on as many points as
possible, such as blocks of stone, corner-stones of buildings, tops of
rocks, &c. ; on these the heights obtained by the le,elling staff may be
permanently shown. The actual levelling will be commenced from a
point which either falls within the final plan, or is at least very near
it. The heights are not to he taken too great, or accur:1te results
will not be obtained; no point, therefore, will be levelled to which is
so far distant from the position of the instrument that .-Joo Klafter* can
no longer be read on the levelling staff with any degree of certainty.
As the process of lernlling is here supposed to be understood, it
need only be mentioned that in this levelling mnst be noted tbe
height of the water :it the time, the zero points of any water-gauges
that may be found, the marks of the highest ·water level and inundn.tions discovered during the reconnaissance, as well as all those points
which generally may serve to modify tbe heights along the line of
railway. (Plate XIII.,fig. 1.)
The results obtained from the levelling must be graphically shown
on a section. t On this, the longitudinal section of the contemplated
line, obset·ving the conditions laid down in the general directions, and
the adjustment of (be rc111Uai and dculai, will he approximately
shown. It is, therefore, important to observe at what points tho
laying out of the line requires special attention, and also whether the
direction given can be adhered to or not. In the first case, :ill preliminary "·ork connected with the levelling for the laying out of the
1ine is completed as soon as the direction of the latter seems in
consequence of the ground or other causes to be unalterable. But if
another direction for the line :ippears possible, the de,·elopment of the
design (as indicated under d in this section) will probably show
which ls the most favourablo trace. In the second case, however,
the deYelopment of the line, which must always precede the g,,o* A Klnft<'r is 6·2226 English feet, and i ~ r(:prcsented l,y the sign .
t llrouillon tahlL·S aro of great practical use in rt,prcsi•nting thl·se scctiuns; on
t_hest·, sp:wcs of _Jo in length llnJ 1° in lH-ight ~re markt.>d by -vt:rtic:tl aaLl hurizoatal
lines. The Ycrtical scale (l" to 8 ·) jg taken at ten time:s the horizontal.
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metrical work, must be undertaken in order to ascertain and to mark
out tbe central line of the railway.
(c) The lriangulation.-The extent of this plan must be as limited
as possible; it will only be increased at places where the line has to
be carried through hilly and mountainous country. This must show
the principal elevations iu the ground, the highest as well as the lowest,
ancl also all those points where there are any striking changes between
the relative heights or slopes; the object of this survey is to obtain an
accurate plan of the leyels of the country. The fixed points determined
in the preliminary levelling may here be made use of with advantage.
The method of procedure, hotb for triangulating and for representing
the levels, is supposed to he understood. The work is considerably
shortened if correct maps are to he had, the levels and fixed points being
merely inserted upon them.
(d) Fi~ing the line by means of trial sections.-By this expression is
understood the determination of the line of intersection of the plane of
levels (fixed by the preliminary levelling) with the ground. This is
shown on the ground by pickets, and laid down on a plan. The way
in which this is done, with the help of a level and of a longitudinal
section obtained from the preliminary levelling, will be afterwards
shown by means of an example. As a starting-point for the work only
such points on the line should be chosen from which it is not possible
that the final line will greatly deviate, and which are therefore fixed by
local circumstances; or in which slight displacements can produce no
important alterations in the line. Such points are: the bridges of a
water-shed, or those situations in the direction of the railway which
are closely bounded by bills, rocks, ponds, marshes, canals, or other
artificial constructions. How far apart and how numerous the trial
sections should he, depends on the nature of the grom;.d.
The following example shows tbc method of taking trial sections:
Plate XIII., fig. 2, is a contoured plan, the vertical interml
between the contours being one Klafte,· (6 feet)-tl,e longest contour
is 51 Klafter, and the highest 56 Klafter-above a giyen datum.
A, VN, VN, VN, . . . . are points obtainecl in the preliminary
:{
,l
1
levelling (Plate XIII., fig. 2a, is a longitudinal section of this
levelling), the line of levels falling 1 in 110, by which, at the point
A,

(v:)

the level is found to be 6 feet below the level of the

ground. Now in order to obtain a more favourable slope for the final
line, a lesser slope is tried, 1 in 130 for example. Let the point A
be the starting-point, the ground-height rtnd levelled height of which
are known from the preliminary levelling. Under the corresponding
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heads in the development table are first notecl the ground-1,eight and
lcvellecl height of the point A, together with the difference between the
two; thus, under the hea<l. 'Level rises'-' falls '-will be e1Jterecl the
filopc (here in tbc case token there is a fall of 1 in 1:30). At the point
A, a picket ·w ith a sharp point is driren into tl1c ground, aoc.l marked
Et, and entered in lbe table as

o•;

lbb level is then placed ,vith its

axis exactly over tLe point A (EuL), and ruaclc horizontal; the height
of the instrument (say 0·697°) is measured, and cntere,l nuder the head
'Back reading' in tbe !,ible. 'l'he height of the line of sight of the
instrument above the datum is now· ca.lculated by adding the height of
the instrnment to the height of the point A (0·697° + ,56° = ,5G·G97°); tbe
result is entered nuder the head 'Height of line of sight.' If now
the levelled height be subtracted from the height of the line of sig,1t,
the height of the line of sight above the plane of levels is obtained
(56·6[!7°-55° = 1·697°). The person with the lernlling-staff places
himself as nearly as possible in the direction of the trace, at a distance
depending on the formation of the ground, and gives the distance in
paces to the engineer. The latter then calculates the height of the
line of sight above the Jine of levels. Suppose this distance is 75 paces
=30°; then the diff'crence of height for the slope 1 in 130 is 0·2307°;
this, added to the height of the plane of the line of sight above the line
of levels at the point A, gives 0·2:307°+1·697° = 1·9277°, or 1·928°.
At this height the levelling-staff must be set., and it must then
be moved to the right or left (keeping as nearly as possible the
same distance olf-30°), until the line of sight is directly upon
. t o tb e ground ,
.
. d riven
. k·e t E T, 1s
m
1·t. A s soon as th'rn occurs, a pie

1

the lewlliug-sta(l' is again held up resting on the top of the picket, and
the level directed upon it; the height thus read on the levelling-staff
is entered under the head' Forward reading' for the point ElL (e:,;, gr.
1·025°). 'l'bis height-, being subtractecl from the height of the line
of sight at A (5G·G07), gi,es the exact height of the top of the picket
at the point

~__!,, which is noted under the bead 'Height of picket•

(5G·GU7°-l·a25° = 5.J,772°). Meanwhile the distance of the point
.
.
. EL .
t1
EL f.
- 0- iom rn pomt - 1 1s accurately measured with the cbam, and
entered under the head' Intermediate Distance' (e,·. gr. ~W-8°), If this
• '.Co fix this puint with greater security, a. second pil·ket is usually driven into
thu ground from 3'' to 4'' disttrnt from it.

measurecl distance (20·8°) does not agree with the paced distance (30°),
the point E.;' does not lie exactly in the plane of the levels.

If now it

is cnlcnlated how great the difference of height between the points EL
~
0
and T along the levelled plane shonlcl be for the accurately measured
distance (for 20·8° with " fall of 1 in 130, this is 0·229°), and this is
subtracted from the levelled height at the point E0L (5-S-0·229° =

54·771°), the thus found height for ElL (54·771) being entered
under the head 'Height of the line of levels,' the difference between
this calculated line of levels and the height of the picket at the
point ElL is shown (54·772°-54·771° = 0·001°); the result is then
entered nuder tbe head 'Difference,' having a + sign if tbe height
of tbe picket is greater, and a - sign if it is less than the calculated height of the line of levels in this case ; therefore the
difference is + 0·001 °. Tbe instrument is now removed from the
point E0L to E;', placed exactly over it and made horizontal ;
the next point

(~L)

is then determinecl in the manne1• just ex-

plained," and so on througl10ut the whole length of the line completed. It should here be remarked that the difference entered in the
table between any two consecuti 1•e points may be checked by adding
the positive difference to the height of the line of sight, and subtracting the negative from it; by this proceeding the transmission of any
small and una1·oidable error is prevented.

In addition to the accurate determination of tbe difference of levels
of the various points, the angles which the lines joining the pickets make
with one another must be measured; this is done simultaneously with
the determination of the points.

When the third point ~L is fixed,

the ano-le at EL is measured from this point, ancl the result-entered in

1

0

the t,;blc.t

* In

the t:i.Lle it is assumed, for the discovery of the point ~L, that tho dis -

tance paced and afterwards measured with the cbn.in from

~ to

E; amounts to 50°,

and that the height of the picket agrees with that of the line of Ie,els.

t Railway ollgineers are accue.tometl, iu order to pre\'ent errors, to measure all
;1,nglcs, without excevtion, from lt,ft to 1·isht i thus the telescope is first brought into
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Uncler the bead 'Remal'ks' in the table, such points are to be
noted, as where a line passes near houses, or where, owing to the
ground, it conlcl not be laid out "·ithout great expense, &c.
1Vhcn the whole line has been marked out on the ground bv means
of pickets, and plotted on paper, this broken line, at present useless for
tbc axis of the railway, must be converted into one which is in keeping with the requirements necessary for cn1·ves, and which adapts itself
as adv,mtageously as possible to the local formation of the ground, with
regard to the due equalisation of remvle<i and clel,/ai.• (Plate XIII.,
fig. 9.)
The line thus obtained ( central line of the railway) ,1·ill naturally be
shorter than tLc originally plotted line, and will therefore ha,e also a
greater slope. But in order that the gradient may in no place exceed
the levelled line obtained from the preliminary levelling, a smaller
slope is ch,,sen for the determination of the originally plotted line.
The final line consequently, which lies between this line and that
obtained from the preliminary levelling, will everywhere remain within
the gradient limit, and at the worst can only reach the maximum of
the preliminary levelling. From experiment it has been found that
the above condition will be complied with, if
!,he slope of 1 in 100 is decreased to 1 in 130
linl50
linl75
1 in 200
1 in 220
l in 300
1 in 315
1 in 500
1 in 510.
the direction of tlrn bnck station EL, and the reading on the nroier in this position
0
of tho ins1rnment (r:.r. gr. 126° 4 7') i!-j c•ntne,1 in the tab]o under the head 'Back
rrngle;' tho Ind is then turnoJ ruurnl from left to right until the lioe of sight is
ilirectc<l upon 1ilo staff at the pil.'kct

~?-

'Ihe anglo thus giren (2!15° 1') is entereJ.

in the column 'Forwrm1 angle;' t hr-n, to ral,•nlato the proper angle to place iu the
<'01umn '.Anglo,' we ha,·o 20;3° 1'-126 Ii'= 168° 1-! 1 •
It oft<'n o,..cnr.s that tlie Yernit•r of tht· lt·,·el passes owr the di·dsion 3G0°: in this
Case, in L•raer to ol,tain the right ;~ngh·. !"!Go:• must Le ncliled to the forwaN angle, and
tho back angle suLtractetl from tho i:;um (,.1'. [fr,):]lack nngle = 2,17"· 3-1'.
Forw1trd nngle = i3° 1~'.
,\nglc = (73° 13' + 30U')) -:!17° 3,1' = 18,5° 39'.
"' For hying- onl the cun·es, ar,:s nf diffi·n:nt r,ttlii art:> f,.rme,1 ,,f i-tr,.,ng t'J.rJ~
board, rrnd on thEi i<:l.me scale as the dttaileJ i,;ur,·ey. These are fittt:tl on to tbe
1
p otted line, nnrl. mon•l an<l l'l-·ijustcrl. 11nlil a 1'.'0ntinUtJ~Us line formed of straig,ht and
curn)d portionJ:1 is found 1 nnswering tu the above conditions.
-
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§ 33.

Marking ,ml the Ce11/rul Line of /1,e Rail,cay.
'l'liat direction for the railway which has been decided on as the
most suitable after a series of trials is now 1aicl out on the ground;
the straight lines arc transferred and produced un til they cut each
other, by which are obtained the cuttiug or :mglc points, which are
marked by poles from 9 feet to 12 feet high. In order to distinguish
these angle-point poles, they are provided at the top with two small
boards, from 1:3'' to 15" long, and 6" broad, nailed together, and
crossing each other at right angles ; on these may be marked the
number of the angle-point, the size of the angle, or other facts. If on
very long straight lines intermediate points are necessm·y, these are
also marked by poles, which, in order to distinguish them from the
angle-point poles, have only one board attached. 'l'he angle-points
(Nos. 1 and 2, Plate XIII., fig. 9) are of use, not only for marking
out the central line of the railway, but are also of great importance
during the whole work of construction; they are the only means by
which accuracy is obtained, and they must, therefore, be well secured
in the recognised manner.
When the angle-points are fixed, the angles are accurately measured,
noted, and the arcs laid clown.* 'l'he last operation consist,s in
determining points on the curve, t and in laying out the intermediate
arcs necessary for the construction.
(a) Ma,·king out the points on the c1trve.-If AB and CB (Plate
XIII.,fig. 3) are the straight lines, cutting each other in the point B,
n the measured angle, R=DO the known radius of the arc, the point D
the commencement of the arc, F its end, and E its middle point, then
the angle m = 180° - n,

BD
and,

= BF = R
...,
nE

tan ;',

"' = R Jlsec :J

1 1j .

Now in order to lay out these three points D, F, and E upon the
ground, the instrument is placed over the angle-poillt B, and by
observing the lines BA, BC, and the line BO, which bisects the angle n,
the distances BD, BF, and BE, determined by the above calculation,

* For this purpose Kl"Ohnke's Hanilbook.for Layillg 01tt Curves is recommended
Ly railway engineers as being very useful, as it giYes constant factors (tangent
lengths, arc-distances, &c.) arranged in a tabular form.
t In railw~y plans these guiding points are designated as BA (commencement),
B)I (middle), and BE (end).
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arc plotted; thus the points D, F, and E arc obtained, aRd arc marked
by pickets. With very long curves it is ,idvantageous to fix more
points, ex. gr. J and K; these arc found as follows :-

"'
DG= HF= R tan 4,
I
BG=BD-DG=Rltan

2,n -tan 4"'} = BH,

I
"' -l/.
GJ=HK-R {sec 4
When these lengths are calculated, the points G and H are
immediately fixed by marking out the commencement and end of the
curve (D and F) upon the ground. Both these points G and H are
then regarded as angle-points, over which the instrument is placed set
at the angle

By observing along GO or HO, the calculated distance GJ and HK
can be plotted.
If tbe angle-point is inaccessible, or is so situated that no angular
or other measurements can be taken from it, the points on the curve
must be fixed by the following method.
Two points, G and H (l'lale XIII., fig. 4), are taken in the lines
AB and BC respectively, the distance GH is measured, and also the
angles a and b; then in the triangle GBH, the angle c may be calculated,
as well as the two sides BG, BH, and the lengths GD and HF.
Thus,
the angle c = 180°-(a+b),
OD=OF=R,
BG= GH_ sin a_
Slll C

BH= GH sin b_
sin c

Again the angle ,n = 180° -the angle c,
BD=BF=Rtan }',
the distance of D, the co~menccmcnt of the curve from the auxiliat"y
point G:
GD= BD-BG = R tan'!':._ GIT sin b
~

sin c

'

and the distance of the encl of the curve F from the auxiliary point H:
HF=BF-BH=Rtan m_GHsinb
2 ~.
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Tbis distance, being set off from the auxiliary points G and H along
the corrcspont.1ing line~, gi,-cs the points 0£ the commencement and
end of tbe curve.
If !be auxiliary line counot be taken from tl,e angle-point, two
riuxiliary poicts N rincl 11 arc taken, in the prolongation of the lines
AB ancl CB, the line I\IN is measmed, as well as the angles p and q ;
the angle c, and the sides 11B ancl BN, are then calculated in the
triangle :MBN. Thus
the angle c=180°-(z,tq),
JiIB

= MN sin q'
Slll C

BN=MNsinp;
Slll C

the centre-point angle
m= 180°-c,
aucl the line
BD

= BF =

R tan

r

Again,
ND=NB+BD,
and
MF=1i1B+BF.
In the ti·iangle MNF the sides l\JN ancl ]\J]', and the included angle
p, arc known; in the triangle NTIID, the sides ]\JN ancl ND, with the
included angle q, arc known; therefore in the fil'st triangle, the
angle w, and in the second, the angle v can be calculated; thus
_
MF sin p
tan w - MN - Jiil!' cos p'
and
tan v =

ND sin q .
JllN - ND cos q

If these two angles are calculated, they can be hid out with the
instrument at the points 111 and N of the auxiliary line; the points D
and F give the commencement and end of t~c curve.
.
(b) Marking out the intermedia,te poi1ds on the cun:e.-For this
purpose the following methods are usually employed.
I. 'l'he method already described, viz. bf a continued bisection of
the angle at tLo centre-point, until the necessary number of inter.
mediate points has been obtained.
II. By means of abscissa, and ordinates.
If AB and BC (Plate XIII.,fig. 5) are tha directions of the straight
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portions of the line; A the commencement of the curve; AHO the c":1Te
which ],as to be laid out; AO= R, its radius; AD= a, au abscissa
taken ; and DE = .,, the co-ordinate to be calculated : then
x=R+ ✓ R'-"';
or,

R, nearly.
x = 2«'
With this formula, the curve may be laid out from any tangent
whatever.

III. Bv means of a theodolite. If A (Plate XIII., fig. G) is the
commence~cnt of the curve to be laid out, AO=R the radius; AC the
tangents (the directions of the straight portions of the line), AB, BD,
DE, EF, &c., chords of known ard equal length; then the angles CAB,
BAD, DAE, EAF arc equal, anil each is equal to A~B ;
or,

Each cl1ord

= 2R sin ;l = ~R sin 11,
and
AB
.
s1nn = 2R.
From this formula, AB and R being known, the angle n may be
found by the help of a trigonometrical table, and the curve may then be
easily laid out.
Now in order lo lay out a cun-e a,ccordiug to this method on tho
ground, a theodolile is placed over the starting-point of the cur,·e, aocl
dil'ectcd along the tangent AC; it is then turned round to the amount
of the calculated angle"• the length of the chord (10° at most) taken
is plotted along thi:; 1inc of sight., and thus the first point B of the
curt"o is found . 'The instrument is then tnrned ronnd to the angle '2.n,
the length of lho chor,l (111°) is rneasored on from the fil'st point B of
the cmTe, the instrument is accurately directed nlong AD, and thns
tl10 second point D of the curve is found. In this way, ns many points
of the currc as possible arc observed from cne station.
If the instrnment h:1.s to be movetl, it. is placed o-vcr tl1e last point
dctcrmlne<l. in the cun·c F, dir1..•ckd on its former position A, ancl
from this along the 1.lirection of the tangent FN ; the latter is obtainC'c.l
by turning the instrument round through an angle the sn.mP number
of times II ns there ha\·e been points fixed on the cnrre from. tbt' first
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position (ea•. gr., here through an angle 4n); the other points arc then
found in the manner already described.
IV. The curve may be laid out by trial; from the point A (Plate
XIII.,fig. 7), any length Al, is taken, n,nd from b a perpendicular of
any length is let fall, and the point 1 is marked by a picket. To determine a second point on the curve, the line Ale is drawn, and le is
made equal to Ab, and the perpendicular c2 equal to bl ; then 2 is
the point required. The line 12d is now drawn, 2ll is made equal to le,
and £13 equal to c'.l; thus n, third point of the curve is obtained, and
so on, till the point B is reached . 1Vith a little practice, the proper
length at which to set off the perpendicular may be obtained at the
second trial. In very thickly-wooded districts, tl,is metl1od of laying
out a curve is often the only one possible.

§ 34.
S1tbclividin9 for Gross Sections, and L evelling the Line.
By subdividing is understood the splitting up of the final trace
for the line into equal sections, usually about 250 feet or 300 feet long,
and which are called station-lengths, profile-lengths, or profiles.
The points of division are marked in the field by pickets, which
are numbered consecutively with Romn.n figures, and have the correspondiug picket-level marked. At the same time, all points on the line
at which the ground changes its slope, or at which work has to be
executed, must be marked with pickets. These points are marked with
consecutive letters of the alphabet, and in such a way that after each profile-picket a fresh alphabet begins. Cross sections are now taken at all
the points indicated by the subdividing. (Plate XIII.,figs. 8 a11d 9.)
As soon as a sufficiently long portion of the line has been subdivided, and the pickets showing the changes of slope in the ground,
&c. are marked, the detailecl le,,elliug in the exact direction of the
centre of the line is taken. Properly speaking, this is only to limit
the points fixed in the subdivisions. From the results of this levelling the longitudinal sections and the cross sections are drawn, and
lastly the correct and final levelling for the line to be constructed is
laid out on the plan.•

*

The choice of the scale is entirely at the discretion of the engineer.

for the nrbca1s is genern.lly ten times that for the horizontals.

Thl:l scnle

The size of the

sea.lo should, as a rule, be such that h('lights 11p to about one-twentieth Klaftor
mny be measured olf.
The following scales hn.Ye been found suitable:For longitudinal sections :-Horizontal l" = 2,)0 feet.
Yntica.ls l" = 2,j feet.
For cross sections
. 11' = 12 feet.
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After the completion of these prelimina1·ies, the entire line is inspected, and all those points at which constructions-such as culverts,
bridges, viaducts, arrangements for crossing of roads or rivers, retaining w<tlls, &c. have to be exerutecl, are shown with their principal
dimensions on the longitudinal section ; those points, too, must be
ascertained at which it is proposed to erect signal boxes.

§ 35.
TVorking-clrawings, ~·c.

The last operation before the commencement of the actual work of
construction, and at the same time the most difficult, requiring, as it
does, perfect knowledge in aJmost every particular of engineering work,
is the execution of the working-drawings, &c. Generally a design to
be worked out must embraceI. Complete longitudinal and transverse sections.
II. A map of the neighbonrhood with the direction of the line
shown upon it.
III. Fully worked out designs, with estimates of cost for the
permanent way, formation, and all such works as bridges, viaducts,
retaining-walls, tunnels, &c. and masonry work.*
IV. Calculations of the earth-ancl-rock-movement with cost.
V. Accurate specifications for (he rolling stock, and arrangements
for the working of the line, such as s-ignals, telegraphic communication,
the building of offices, ,vaiting rooms, workshops, &c.
VI. A calculation of tbe amount of compensation for ground and
l1ouses, as well as the insurance against fire of all inflammable,
coverecl-in buildings situated within a distance of GO yards from t1ie
centre of the line.
VII. Estimate for various works, such as drainage, fences, plant.
ing, &c.
VIII. Estimate of interest on the capital, cost of management, and
other outlays during the construction.

§ 36.
Special Proceediuys in Lnyiug out Field Rail,,.ays.
l?ield railways, as n. rulC', are 011ly of small r:xteut. In laying them
out, all difficult work is to be a.voided as much as possible, such as the
formn.tion of deep or long cuttings, throwing up Ligh embanlrmc.:nt~,
blasting of rocks, largo construcfrr-c "·orks, &c.; marshes and poDLh
should be avoided.
• Masonry work is generally shown, like the cross sections, on tht: f!Cale of
1 inch to I~ fr.._t.
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With regard to the gradients, one will generally be guided by the
description of rolling stock to be used on the line, but it will generally
be found that the gradients on existing lines may be exceeded; thus,
on level ground, the gradient may be 1 in 120; in hilly country, 1 in 80;
and in monntainons country, 1 in 40. It is the same in the case of
tho radii of curvature, which may be taken at 284•5m on level ground,
189•6m in billy country, ancl 158•7m in mountainous country.
If the locomot,ives at disposal aro of suitable construction, the
radius of curvature may be diminished on all ground to 151•73m, and
likewise short lengths, i.e. up to 1000 yards, may have a gradient of
1 iu GO, and longer ones a gradient of 1 :in 70; it is, however, adYis~
able, where possible, not to h<1vo the smallest radii of curvature and
the steepest gradients occurring simultaneously at one and the same
place.
In all cases, even in the most favourable, the following works
must be completed before the commencement of the actual construction, viz.:
I. The reconnaissance of the line ;
II. The setting out of the final centre line of the railway; and
III. Its subdivision and levelling.

